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Mardi Gras celebration
offers on-campus gambling
thing better because of the
broader range of activities
that it offers for students,
Consensus and comproSaunders said.
mise prevailed this semester
·we sat down and looked
as a reduced form of gamat Casino Night this year to
bling will return to the Utah
see how we could improve it
State University campus.
if we put it on again,"
After Casino Night was
Saunders said. "In Mardi
ended in 1998, students were Gras, we wanted 1:o include
without gambling. Saturday
the gambling, but on a lower
night as part of Mardi Gras.
scale. There are so many
gambling will be reintroother things we're offering
duced .
that it is only a small part of
"Mardi Gras was never
the night."
intended to be an alternative
According to Saunders,
format of Casino
there was a large
Night," said
demand from stuAssociated
dents to have
DIGGIN'
Students of USU
Casino Night
Activities Vice
MardiGrasat USU return.
President Mandy
"When I ran
will include:
Saunders . "There
for office last year
• BlackJack
are a lot of stupeople were
dents on campus
always like, 'If I
• Raffle
who don't want to
vote
for you, will
• Carnival
gamble . This event
you bring back
Games
is for all students."
Casino night,'"
According to
• Live music: Salt Saunders said.
Saunders, Casino
"We've also
Lake City band
Night was evaluatreceived some eSlapdown
ed last year and
mails in the past."
was not put on
In the past,
• DJand
because it didn't
programmers
dancing
have a big enough
have had probappeal for stu• Freefood
lems with Casino
dents, not because
Night, such as
it involved gamstudents stealing
bling, which is illegal in
the fake money, Saunders
Utah .
said . This, along with the
"The question that the
issue of gambling, led proadministration posed to me
grammers to reevaluate the
was why are we doing an
event, she said.
event that most of the cam"Gambling is one of the
pus would never participate
No. 1 problems on college
in."Saunders said. "The feel- campuses," Saunders said. ·1
ing I had received was that
think it's probably because of
the administration had put a sports gambling, but the
stop to it and that is not the
administration in no way
case. We evaluated the prowants to encourage gamgram as a whole and decided
bling."
we could do something betSaunders said she was
ter."
Mardi Gras is the some Jumpto MARDI
GRAS.
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Wedding march to the poor house?
Marriage penalty
tax may see revision
after much scrutiny
JESSICAWARREN

Staff Writer

With tax season underway. Congress is looking at
amending one aspect of the
tax code that affects many
households.
Under the current tax
code. there is a "marriage
penalty" in which married
people who both work pay
more taxes than two single
people.
According to current tax
laws, a single person with
$25,750 of taxable income
will pay 15 percent in taxes.

A married couple filing
separately, with each person
making $25,750, will have to
pay 15 percent on only
$43,050 of that amount and
28 percent on the remaining
$8,450.
In other words. a married
person is bumped up to the
higher tax bracket earlier (at
$21,525 rather than $25,750)
than a person who is single,
according to information
from the Utah State
University Political Science
department.
In order for it to be equal.
the married tax bracket
would be at $51,500 taxable
income.
The penalty also affects
standard deductions .
The standard deduction
(not itemized deductions) for

Where's the fire?

a single person is $4,300.
For a married couple, the
deduction is $7,200. This is a
difference of $1,400 a couple
could have saved had they
not been married.
Even couples filing separately only get a $3,600 standard deduction - half of the
$7,200.
"The structure is based on
one spouse earning the
income - or at least the
bulk of the income - and
single people," said Roberta
Herzberg, associate pr-ofessor
of political science.
There are two plans
attempting to remedy the
problem - one by the
republicans and one by the
Clinton administration.
Both plans will expand the
tax bracket to double that of

single filers and increase the
standard deduction for couples to be twice what it is for
singles.
The main difference is
how far the expansion goes.
Under the Clinton plan,
on ly those who are affected
by the marriage 'penalty will
benefit.
In other words , oneincome households would
not be affected.
Under the Republican
plan , all married couples,
including those who don't
pay the pena lty, will benefit.
The cost of the Republican
plan would be $182 billion
over 10 years . and the
Clinton plan would cost $45
billion over 10 years.
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Children at Utah State University's Children's House plug their earswhen the
fire truck that visited the house turned on the siren. The visit was part of classroomdiscussions on different types of transportationand occupations. The
Children's House is a preschoolon campus for USU students' children.

LegislativewRAP-uP
Taking sex out of education
SALTLAKECITY (AP)The Utah Legislature has
voted to limit sex education
to the teaching of abstinence before marriage and
fidelity afterward.
The measure, approved
57-46 on Wednesday, would
ban any discussion of birth
control in public schools. It
would also require students
to be taught that extramarital sex is a crime in Utah.
"It's always suspect when
these bills find their way on
the floor during an election
year," House Minority
Leader Dave Jones. D-Salt
Lake City, said Wednesday.
Sen. Michael Waddoups,
R-Taylorsville,said the measure is a backlash against
Planned Parenthood and its
instructional booklet on
condoms, which several lawmakers branded pornographic.
"The name 'Planned
Parenthood' is very appro priate - that's what they're
doing: planning to make our
kids parents," Sen. Parley
Hellewell. R-Orem, said.
House Bill 411 was
pushed by the conservative
and highly influential Utah
Eagle Forum. But Waddoups
angrily denied that electionyear politicking was behind

the measure. He said
Republicans do "very little
electioneering and posturing" compared to
Democrats.
Utah schools already
place a heavy emphasis on
sexual abstinence . They
should stop there, because
teaching about sex encourages bad behavior. according
to Rep. Bill Wright. RElberta, who sponsored the
legislation.
"We don't teach people
how to be thieves," he said.
But Democrats argued
that ignorance is not bliss.
They said the bill ties the
hands of teachers and snubs
the vast majority of parents
who sign off on sex education for junior high school
students.
'This is the heaviest hand
of government coming
down on our children and
the rights of parents," said
Sen. Pete Suazo. D-Salt Lake
City.
"If this bill becomes law,
children are going to learn
about this subject on bath room walls, on the playground. on TV and on the
Internet."
The bill now goes to Gov.
Mike Leavitt, who has not
announced a position on it.

Car dealers told not on Sunday
SALTLAKECITY (AP)Car dealerships would have
to take a day off under a bill
approved 70-25 by the Utah
Legislature on Wednesday.
Senate Bill 163 would
require dealerships to
choose Saturday or Sunday

to shut down .
Because Saturday is dealers· biggest sales day, the
dealers are expected to close
Sunday - a day when mem bers of Utah's predominate
faith. The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter -day Saints.

attend church .
Utah's major car dealerships requested the blue law
to impose conformity in the
business.
Disobeying the blue law
would bring escalating fines
- $100 on the first, $ 250 on
the second and $1,000 on the
third offense in a year.
Fines would be assessed for
each vehicle a dealer sells or
offers to sell or lease in violation of the law.
The Senate voted 25-1 to
approve Sen. Paul Juander's
bill early last month . Juander
is a Salt Lake City Democrat.
But when the House gave
its 49-21 approval
Wednesday, it added a "hard ship" amendment that would
allow dealers to help a distressed customer on Sundays
with car repairs. parts or car
rentals.

The Senate voted 21-4 to
approve the amended bill on
Wednesday.
Opponents argued the
Legislature had no business
dictating when a dealership
should conduct business.
"If an automobile dealership wants to be closed on
Sunday, they can be closed on
Sunday," said Rep. Patricia
Arent, D-Salt Lake City.
The bill doesn't accommodate everyone.
Members of the Jewish
faith take their Sabbath on
Saturdays.
"Maybe we'd like the
opportunity to shop on
Sundays," Arent said.
Rep. Mary Carlson, D-Salt
Lake City, said the Legislature
was opening a Pandora's box
that will have other businesses clamoring for their own
blue laws.

Gay adoptions to be prohibited
SALTLAKECITY (AP)The Legislature has sent a bill
prohibiting adoptions by
cohabiting couples to Gov.
Mike Leavitt, who is expected
to sign the measure .
"It says that people that
are in unlawful cohabiting
relationships are ineligible to
adopt," said Rep. Nora
Stephens, R-Sunset.
The bill codifies an existing Division of Child and
Family Services rule that pre vents the state from placing
children in homes of cohabit ing couples.
The language is broad
enough to cover both heterosexual and homosexual couples, but gay advocates and
backers of the bill say the real

target is gay adoptive parents.
"(Heterosexual cohabitants) hasn't always been a
big problem, whereas the
homosexuals have been trying to adopt," said Gayle
Ruzicka. president of the conservative Eagle Forum.
"People living immoral
lifestyles and breaking the
law shouldn 't be able to
adopt."
Homosexuality and premarital sex are both against
the law in Utah.
Th e existing rule in the
Division of Child and Family
Services is already being challenged in court.
That lawsuit is expected to
be amended to address the
law.

Insurance companies must spell
out mental health coverage
SALTLAKECITY (AP)The Legislature resuscitated
and approved a compromise
version of a bill intended to
increase mental -health insurance coverage.
House Bill 35, known as
the mental health parity bill,
was under assault most of the
45-day session by insurance
and business lobbyists, who
said it would be a costly mandate on employers.
After passing the House
last Thursday, the measure
appeared to be doomed in
the Senate.
Then Senate President
Lane Beattie worked with
sponsoring Rep. Judy
Buffmire, D-Millcreek, on a
compromise.
Emerging from their twoday effort was the third substitute HB35, which passed
the Senate and House.

House members gave
Buffmire a rare standing ovation for her tireless efforts on
the measure. It now goes to
Gov. Mike Leavitt, who said
he will sign it.
HB35 requires insurance
companies and health maintenan ce organizations to offer
policies with catastrophic coverage for mental health prescriptions.
The mental health benefits
would have to be comparable
to those for physical illness.
Large companies could
choose to purchase policies
with catastrophic coverage or
no mental health coverage at
all. They no longer would
have the option of a so-called
50-50 coverage under which
insurance paid half the costs
of mental treatment with
tough restrictions on maximum benefits.

Racial profiling bill dies by default
SALTLAKECITY (AP)A bill that would have outlawed racial profiling in
police traffic stops died in
the waning hours of th e
Utah Legislature on
Wednesday.
The Senate failed to take
up the bill for debate or
vote, killing it by default,
even though the more conservative House had voted
66-6 last Friday in favor of it.
House Bill 106, amended
thre e times, had the support
of Utah 's major law enforcement agencies and the
state's Commission on
Criminal and Juvenile

Justice.
Rep. Duane Bourdeaux ,
D-Salt Lake City. said he
"busted my butt" lobbying
Senate Rules Committee
Chairman Steve Poulton, RSalt Lake City, to release the
bill as the Legislature rushed
toward adjournment
Wednesday night. House
Majority Whip Dave Ure, RKamas, also leaned on
Poulton to discharge th e bill
for a Senate vote.
But the bill didn't move.
"Lots of bills didn't get
ou t. We got down to the
crunch, " Poulton said
Thursday .
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Police:Anti-vvhite writings found in
home of man accused in shootings
WILKJNSBURG,Pa. (AP)- A black
two counts of criminal homicide he
Taylor then crossed the street to a
man accused of killing two people and
McDonald's, where three other people
already faces.
wounding three in a shooting rampage
The FBIwas also opening a civil
- all white men - were shot. police
had "anti-white" writings in his apartrights investigation.
said. All three remained in critical condition Thursday. One was described as
ment and singled out whites during the
Still, investigators said it was unclear
attack. reassuring a black woman in his
whether his main motivation was racial. brain-dead.
path, "Not you, sister," authorities and
"Obviously,we're still getting a lot of
Taylor surrendered to police about
witnesses say.
information from witnesses about com- two hours after he holed up in an
"The general tenor was
ments he made and things office building and took four or five
that he wasn't shooting anyabout shooting white peopeople in wheelchairs hostage, police
body but whites," Allegheny
said.
'There'sa lot of pie:· said Wilkinsburg
County homicide Lt. John
Police Chief Gerald
Joyce Ambrose. who was briefly held
anger and
Brewer. "There's a lot of
Brennan said Thursday as
hostage in the building , said the gunauthorities tried to put
and hostility in this
man told another black woman , "Not
hostility in this anger
together a portrait of
individual, so I think it's a
you. sister,'' as he threatened to shoot
Ronald Taylor.
individual,so I little premature to simply others .
On Wednesday, the 39define this as a racist
Police said they heard reports that
think it's a little event."
year-old jobless man
Taylor had told other blacks he did not
allegedly shot a mainteTaylor's lawyer,James
intend to hurt them.
prematureto
nance worker at his apartEcker, said he has no reaMonique Frost, a mental health
ment building and four
therapist whose mother and grandsimply define this son to believe his client
other people at two fastharbors any hostility
mother live in the apartment across
food restaurants in working- as a racisteven.' toward whites. 'Tm a
the hall from Taylor, disputed any
class Wilkinsburg. All five
white lawyer," he said.
racial theory.
Police
said
Taylor,
angry
"I know he made some racial statevictims were white men.
•GERA1.DBREWER•
Brennan said that when
at
how
long
it
took
to
ments,
but he set that fire in a building
WILKINSBURG
POLICE
police searched Taylor's
have a broken door at his
where all African-Americans live with
home Wednesday night,
fifth-floor apartment
the exception of one Caucasian," Frost
they found anti-white writings. He
fixed. set the apartment on fire and
said. "And he didn't warn anybody. The
refused to release the contents.
shot and killed John Kroll, a 55-yearpeople in that building could have
"They were just some of his
died."
old maintenance worker. He then
thoughts;· Brennan said. "It was basical- walked to a nearby Burger King, where
However, his landlord, Rebecca
ly anti-white, anti-Jew."
he shot Joseph Healy, a 71-year-old for- Vankirk, told KDKA-TV on Wednesday
Police planned to bring hate-crime
mer Roman Catholic priest. police said. that Taylor "doesn't like any whites"
charges against Taylor in addition to the Healy later died.
and had argued with her before.

•
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> Iransuccessfully
test-fired
twomissiles
TEHRAN, Iran (AP)- Iran has successfully test-fired two missiles during military maneuvers in the Persian Gulf and Sea of
Oman , an Iranian admiral said in remarks published Thursday.
"The sea-to-air Standard missile was successfully testfired by
the army as part of Vahdat 78 (Unity 78) war games," the naval
spokesman, Rear Adm. Abdollah Manavi , was quoted by the Iran
Daily as saying.
Manavi told the paper it took four years to develop the missile. An air-to-sea missile also was test-fired during the war
games, Manavi said, according to the official Islamic Republic
News Agency.
The range of the missiles tested was not reported.
The maneuvers by the army. navy and the Revolution Guards
Corps began Feb. 24 and end Friday. According to Iranian newspapers, 60 warships, including submarines. 120 gunboats , 15
warplanes. and 30 helicopters are taking part in the exercises.

> 110peoplefiredaftermadcowmania
COPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP) - Danish Crown. Denmark 's
largest slaughterhouse. said Thursday it has fired 110 employees
because of the drop in demand for its meat following a mad cow
disease scare .
One Danish-born cow was destroyed in late January because
it had the disease. authorities said Monday. They protectively
recalled some meat products. Neighboring Norway, Lithuania,
Latvia and Estonia have barred imports of Danish meat. and
some Swedish supermarket chains voluntarily pulled the meat
from their shelves.
Danish Crown was forced to fire 110 employees, the slaughterhouse said. Two hundred others have volunteered to take
time off until production returns to normal. spokeswoman
Gudrun Andreasen said .
On Thursday, a Swedish supermarket chain. which accounts
for 20 percent of the country's annual 9,000 tons of Danish
meat imports. resumed sales after being assured by Swedish
authorities that it carried no risks for bovine spongiform
encephalopathy . or mad cow disease .

Onedeadafterpoliceshooting
1n the Bronx > Expelled
Cuban
diplomat
returns
home
NEW YORK(AP)- Days
after a jury acquitted four
police officers in the shooting
of an unarmed immigrant,
police said an officer shot and
killed a paroled drug dealer
Wednesday in the same
Bronx neighborhood.
Ch1ef Patrot Jonri
ScHhlbt1~itl it was nbt·imme!
diately dear if the officer f;,_,.::
intentionally or if his weapon
discharged accidentally during
a struggle with the suspect,

of

who had fled from police. The him. the two struggled. police
gun appeared to have been
said.
fired at close range because
The suspect. Malcolm
blood was found on the offiFerguson. 23, was shot in the
cer's gun, he said.
head, Scanlon said. Police said
Scanlon said the officer's
he had at least nine prior
gun discharged once.
.. arrests and had packets of
Police said 6fflcerrlrbru a .
herbin QI) him Wednesoay
narc~tics unit had three sus- . night.
,
"fleets up against a wall when
' tllieta ttas beerron the
one of them fled. Officer
force 4• years and has a clean
Louis Rivera and other plainrecord, police said.
clothes officers chased him.
News of the shooting of
When Rivera caught up with
another unarmed man drew

Government
looking
intowhyblackspay
highermortgage
rates
WASHINGTON (AP) The Department of
Housing and Urban
Development is investigating whether the nation's
two biggest suppliers of
cash for home mortgages
discriminate against blacks
and other minorities . The
Washington Post reported.
Thousands of black
Americans pay higher
mortgage rates or may not
be able to get a mortgageat
all because of lending poli•
cies at Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac. the Post said
in its editions Thursday.
"The absence of active
involvement by Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac in these
markets limits the opportunities for African-American
families to get conventional
mortgages, " the Post quoted
William Apgar. HUD's federal housing commissioner.
as saying.
HUD is preparing to
release a 500-page proposal. possibly as early as
Thursday. with rules to
require the companies to
do more business with
underserved consumers,
the Post said. In the proposal, the agency says the
percentage of loans to
blacks that Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac buy lags
behind the percentage of
home loans made to blacks
nationally.
Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac spokesmen said the
numbers HUD uses overstate the difference and
don't reflect their efforts to
expand the loan market for
blacks, the Post said .
Freddie Mac and Fannie
Mae gives lenders the ability to make more loans by
buying home loans from
banks and other mortgage
lenders.

more than 100 angry protesters to the streets Wednesday
night.
The shooting occurred in
the same neighborhood
where Amadou Diallo died
last year. Four plainclothes
officers fired 41 bullets at the
West African immigri;lntafter
he pulled what officers
thought was a gun. It turned
out to be a wallet.
The officers were acquitted
of all charges Friday.

HAVANA(AP) - A Cuban diplomat who hid out in the
Cuban Embassy in Canada after being expelled from the United
States over espionage suspicions received a hero's welcome when
he returned home Thursday after five days of uncertainty.
President Fidel Castro, Foreign Minister Felipe Perez Roque
and Ricardo Alarcon , president of the National Assembly were
among a delegation of about 50 people who greeted Jose
Imperatori upon his return on a special flight from Ottawa .
Imperatori had wanted to be returned to the United States to
defend himself against accusations that he had b~en the contact
for a U.S. immigration agent accused of spying for Cuba .
Instead, he boarded a Cubana Airline plane Thursday for
Havana. According to a Cuban government statement.
Imperatori ended his four-day hunger strike. in which he
stopped eating solid foods .
Imperatori was declared persona non grata by Washington
last week for allegedly helping Mariano Faget. a U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service worker accused of spying for Cuba.
Imperatori resigned as vice-consul of Cuba 's Interests Section
in Washington but refused to leave the country. U.S. officials
flew him to Canada on Saturday. but he took refuge in the
Cuban Embassy instead of proceeding to Havana.

Census
survey
willshowdiversity
WASHINGTON (AP) - With the first big
run of census forms being delivered Friday,
Census Bureau director Kenneth Prewitt
says this year's survey will document a dramatic change in the country's make-up and
show that America is on its way to becoming a "microcosm of the entire world."
In an interview Thursday with The
Associated Press. he urged people to fulfill
"a civic duty" and complete the forms,
ensuring a more accurate snapshot of
America in 2000.
"There are more people on the move.
more people in irregular housing. a higher
percentage of foreign born and more disin terest, more cynicism, more disengagement," Prewitt said. "So if we can actually
turn it around, I think it will be a serious
and big story."
The first forms are being hand -delivered
to rural households . Getting responses is
the key, Prewitt said, whether by mail or for the first time this year - through the
Internet.
Mail response rates have declined from
78 percent of households in 1970 to 70 percent in 1980 and 65 percent in 1990.

Census officials estimate that rate will dip
to 61 percent this year.
The Census Bureau launched a $167 million advertising campaign last year , the first
time it has paid to promote the census.
That effort , combined with a more aggressive outreach to traditionally undercounted
minority populations. has Prewitt optimistic
the response rate will increase despite more
apathy and concerns over confidentiality .
Prewitt is so confident. in fact. that he
wagered a pessimistic friend $25 that the
response rate will go up . "And the check
goes to a charity," he joked .
"We know the message of confidentiality
cannot finally be carried by just some government bureaucracy," he said. "The only
people who can really make that message
are people that they trust, like their ministers. schoolteachers, and community advocates."
The Census Bureau already has forecast
that the number of foreign-born will more
than double between now and 2050, from
26.0 million to 53.8 million.
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Carnival
putsrosyspinon blackhistory
glittering samba parade . the showpiece of carRIO DE JANEIRO,Brazil (AP)- Carnival
nival.
traditionally is a time for Brazilians to drink,
The two-day parade starts Sunday at the
dance and forget their problems. But the forhalf-mile-long "sambadrome" in downtown
getfulness has some black rights defenders
Rio. Each of the 14 predominantly black
worried.
groups. or "samba schools," from Rio's poor.
This year, the annual pre-Lenten blowout
outlying districts will compete with stagger- which starts Friday and ends, at least theoretically.on Ash Wednesday - also commem- ingly ornate floats. a brain-numbing 300piece percussion section and up to 4,000 cosorates the 500th anniversary of the
tumed dancers.
Portuguese arrival in Brazil.And the carnival
Only the veteran Mangueira school takes a
version of history has produced some pearls
hard look at race relations. dos Santos said. Its
of revi'Sionism.
samba states that Africans found "trash and
The generally rosy depiction of blacks in
poverty" in Rio, and that after 500 years, "the
society has disturbed Afro-Brazilian cultural
black race still has not seen the light of equalgroups. They say samba lyrics describing
ity."
proud and happy blacks pander to the popuMore typical is the samba by Tradicao.
lar myth of Brazil as a "racial democracy" and
Portuguese for Tradition. It starts out recalldo not reflect reality.
ing that many Africans came from Angola on
"This excessive nationalistic pride doesn't
slave ships and wound up in forced labor on
show the real Brazil," said Ivanir dos Santos,
plantations. But the tone quickly turns
president of the Coordinating Center for
upbeat.
Outcast Groups. "It's history according to the
"Blacksare the king of the drumbeat. In
winners."
art, blacks enchant ,'' goes the refrain. "Today
Although the anniversary of the arrival
isn't until April 22, the Rio tourism board.
Page12
Riotur. made it the official theme for the city's Jumpto CARNIVAL

> Ark.
senator
pleads
guiltyincorruption
case
LITTLEROCK, Ark. (AP) - A former state senator who had
been one of the most powerful members of the Legislature
pleaded guilty Thursday to graft charges and agreed to testify
against three former colleagues indi cted in the scandal.
In return for Nick Wilson's cooperation. prosecutors dropped
128 charges and said they would recommend that any prison
term be cut in half.
Wilson. who pleaded guilty to defrauding programs benefi ting children and injured school workers. faces up to 20 years in
prison and a $250,000 fine .
Wilson. 57, also agreed to drop an appeal of his November
conviction in a tax evasion case. He was sentenced to 18 months
in that case last month but has yet to go to prison .
Among other things. Wilson admitted defrauding the state
between 1993 and 1998 by receiving kickbacks from hand picked lawyers who charged the state exorbitant fees for work
on child-support enforcement cases .
The former senator said he also helped pass legislation to
provide state-paid attorneys for children in custody cases.
Lawyers gave him part of the money they received.
Wilson and nine co-defendants - most of them pas t or present legislators or state officials - were indicted last April. Five
have them have pleaded guilty. two others had the charges
dropped in return for their cooperation. and three are awaiting
trial.

> Research
needed
forherbal
remedies
CHAPELHILL.N.C. (AP)- Herbal remedies generally are safe.
but at least one can cause severe liver damage - evidence that
much more research into the popular products is needed. scientists
at an international conference said Thursday.
The scientists counseled prudence in using herbal medicines
because so little is known about them . Nearly a third of the adult
U.S. population spends $4 billion a year on herbs, which are sold
as food rather than regulated drugs.
"Is it a waste of money? Is it dangerous? We don't have enough
data to know,'' said Lenore Arab, professor of epidemiology and
nutrition at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. which
sponsored the conference.
One of the herbs discussed at the meeting was comfrey, a rootderived remedy that is widely available in the United States and is
taken for its purported anti-inflammatory and antibacterial properties .
Felix Stickel of the University of Erlangen and Salem Medical
Center in Heidelberg, Germany, said the herb should be restricted
as it is in Germany and Canada .
Not only are the effects of comfrey unproven in limited clinical
studies. it appears to destroy small veins in the liver and can result
in abdominal pain , liver enlargement and liver failure. Stickel said.
"It is difficult to understand why comfrey ... is still freely available in the United States," Stickel said.
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USU students lobby
for the environment
LEAH
l. CULLER
Assistant Neius Editor

This ain't
no kitten

Three cinnamon blackbear cubshighlightedWednesday'sCareerFair in

the TaggartStudent Center.Shealyn Thomasand otherswho attended
wereal11Tc1Jed
to hold the cubs visiting from Bear Worldjust outside of
Rexburg, Idaho

ACLU says city council gave the LDS
church preference in Main Street sale
SALTLAKECITY (AP)- The ACLUhas
amended its lawsuit alleging Salt Lake City leaders gave the Churdi of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints preferential treatment _w~en it SoJda . .
block ~Uy1ainStreet.
;r,rif
1
On Wednesday, ACLUattorneys made
changes to their original federal lawsuit filed in
November to bolster claims the city violated
establishment -of-religion clauses in the
Constitution 's First and 14th Amendments.
"Salt Lake City was essentially preferring one
religion over others," ACLUattorney Stephen
Clark said.
According to Clark. city administrators hid
facts and took shortcuts to get the $8.1 million
deal done quickly. City Council members' adoption of a public easement over the block was
one of several problematic steps the government made to facilitate the sale.
ln December 1998. then -Mayor Deedee
Corradini and Gordon B. Hinckley, president of
LDS church. announced a partnership in which
the city would sell a block of Main Street to the
church. The church said it would remove the
street and create a landscaped park in the space

between North Temple and South Temple.
After months of meetings and review, City
Council members adopted a 24-hour public
easement for the proposed plaza. Clark's
aniendea suit aUegescity attorneys "intentionalomitted" certain items from documents sent
to council members - including the Planning
Commission's condition that the plaza be regulated as a public park.
Instead, the city's easement allows the
church exclusive rights to proselyte and broadcast on the plaza.
The lawsuit also alleges that the deal blurred
constitutional distinctions between church and
state. "giving the indelible impression that the
LDS Church occupies a privileged position in
the community."
.
The ACLUinitially sued on behalf of the
First Unitarian Church. Utahns for Fairness and
the National Organization for Women. The
amended suit adds another plaintiff. First
Unitarian Church member Craig Axford.
The complaint now officially lists Mayor
RockyAnderson, who took office in January, as
a defendant

ly

Twelve students from Utah State University spent
last weekend in Washington. D.C., lobbying to protect
Utah's wilderness.
The students. along with 98 other students from 27
states, are part of the Sierra Student Coalition. a student branch of the Sierra Club. The students spent
time in the country's capitol doing leadership training.
talking about public land issues and asking for
Senators' support on two bills currently in Congress,
according to Southwest Regional Coordinator Myke
Bybee. One of these bills. the America's Redrock
Wilderness Act. would protect 9.1 million acres of
wilderness in Utah.
Bybee. a member of the Environmental Coalition of
Students (ECOS)at USU.was one of these students.
ECOS is an affiliate member of the Sierra Student
Coalition.
After the leadership training. teams of three or four
students visited members of Congress from all over
the country. Bybee said the students managed to make
over 100 lobby visits in one day.
The students typically met with a legislative aide
who handles environmental issues, rather than a congressman or senator. Bybee said. The students told the
aide about the bill and answered any questions the
aide had.
·rt was very straightforward and a lot simpler than
most people would imagine," Bybee said. "When you
say lobbying. people think it's complex. but it's really
just sitting down and having a conversation."
The Wilderness Act currently has the support of
160 members of the House of Representatives and 14
Senators. Bybee said.
According to Bybee. it is important to pass this act
because, if not protected. these wilderness lands lose
their wilderness characteristics due to extraction. illegal road building and off-road vehicles.
In 1989, when the act was introduced. the land area
to be protected was 5.7 million acres, Bybee said. The
Bureau of Land Management began a reinventory of
the land in 1996 to determine if all the proposed land
had wilderness characteristics. At that same time, citizens and environmental groups began a citizens' reinventory, examining not only the proposed land, but all
land in Utah. Over two years. volunteers spent 70,CXXJ
hours walking the lands and taking pictures of the
area. Bybee said. They found an additional 2.6 million
acres of land in the western side of the state that had
never been inventoried. he said.
"They could back up every acre they claimed to be
wilderness," Bybee said.
In total. there were 9.1 million acres of land,
because some land had lost its wilderness characteristics in the years prior to the reinventory, Bybee said.
The bill was reintroduced to a new Congress in
1998 with record support, Bybee said. According to
Bybee, the support has grown steadily since then .
The loudest voice in opposition to the bill has been
the off-road vehicle community, he said. Extractive
industries also oppose the bill. Bybee said.
"The lands are threatened and in imminent danger
at the moment," Bybee said. "Hundreds of thousands
of acres have already been lost"
The vast majority of congressmen are very supportive of environmental bills such as this. he said.
·one major problem is the fact the some of the
most adamant anti-wilderness representatives in congress are from Utah," Bybee said.
No congressmen from Utah currently support the
bill, although polls have shown that 70 percent of the
Utah population does, Bybee said.
The bill must first pass the subcommittee over
parks and public lands, which Jim Hansen chairs,
Bybee said.
"He is adamantly opposed," Bybee said. "The bill
will never get out of his subcommittee."
Bybee said the bill won't move politically in this
congress. but needs to continue building support and
momentum.

Community
members
discuss
theeffectsof pornography,
dangers
of Internet
JESSICA
WARREN

Staff Writer

Pornography degrades sex. according to a clinical psychologist who
spoke to citizens of Cache Valley ear lier this week
Dr. Victor Cline, who is also a mar riage counselor and father of nine
children, spoke on the effects of
pornography and the impact and
dangers of the Internet
Cline studies media and the effects
of it on people and said he has concerns with the Intern et.

PENALTY
ContinuedfromPage 1
The current structure has
become a problem in the
past few decad es. Herzb erg
said. because women are now
making comparable salaries
to their husbands .
Peter Galderissi. associate
professor. said this is a part
of the tax code that was initially unintentional.
"It's one of those things
where no one can figure out
why we still have it . other
than the fact that it's a tax
revenu e." Galderissi said.
One of the big issues. .
according to both Galderissi
and Herzberg. was the worry
of lost revenu e.
A more equitable tax
structure would cut out a
substantial revenue source
for the government.
"Every tim e th ey try to

He has worked with over 350 sexually addicted men in the past 20 years
and said this kind of addiction breaks
up marriages. families and loss of free
agency and control.
Cline said pornography provides
misinformation about sex, inappropriate stimuli and antisocial behaviors.
Cline said there are approximately
400 new pornographic sites added to
the Internet daily, a place that is virtually unpoliced. For example. Japan
does not ban child pornography or
videos of child molestation, Cline

change it. they see the lost
money. at least in the short
term." Galderissi said.
Herzberg said the costs are
fairly high if the penalty was
removed completely .
In 1983 and 1986 the tax
rates dropped, which reduced
the penalty, Herzberg said.
Then in 1993 the rates went
up again. increasing the
penalty.
However, both Herzberg
and Galderissi suspect that a
reform of this will be signed
because of its popularity and
the government's surplus.
"It sends a message popular with the traditional fami ly. which is popular among
the American public."
Herzberg said.
She said it is more popular
than a plain tax cut because
of the unfairness .
"What's more family-push ing than getting rid of the
marriage penalty?" Galderissi

said.
Cline warns of the danger of
pornography.
"There is no way you can go into
the sewer, metaphorically speaking,
and come out smelling like a rose:
Cline said.
He said that many people don't
realize the risks involved.
It is like an alcoholic or drug
addict. only sex is the drug. Cline said.
"It's like a growing cancer: he said.
Finally.addicts begin to act out, following the fantasies with real people.
and this is when people start having

said.
·we should probably see it
soon." Herzberg said. "Of all
the tax things they 've talked
about. this is the most popular."
She said it also is a big
topic with the public right
now because of the cultural
decline of family values.
"Policy that opposes the
family are going to hit some
hot buttons for some people."
Herzberg said.
Herzberg said this piece of
legislation has the best shot
at being passed right now.
"Allyou would have to do
is say two people can file separate even though they are
married." Galderissi said .
For him. it's a matter of a
few lines that could save a lot
of middle class families
money.
"It's not as bad as it used
to be, but is not purely equitable." Galderissi said.

trouble with the law, Cline said.
The Internet is especially dangerous for children. Cline said. There
were 698 investigated cases last year
by the FBI relating to child molesters
posing as children in chat rooms
attempting to meet and seduce children in the real world. he said.
The Internet is also an accessible
way for children to get into pornography themselves. Cline said.
"The Internet is the chief source of
pornography for young people." Cline
said. "It's like a vast smorgasbord of
depravity."

MARotGRAS
ContinuedfromPage1
never asked not to plan an entire event dedicated to
gambling, but that her programming board decided it
could attract more students by offering different activities.
"No one has ever said to me, 'You're not allowed to
do this event;· Saunders said, "and I don't think they
ever would. but we didn't want it to be the focus of the
night. We wanted to try to cater to all students' needs.
This time we're trying to do a lot of variety so everyone
can get involved."
According to Saunders, the last Casino Night in 1998
only drew 1.500 students .
"It's great attendance. but it's not the best." she said.
"In comparison to the HOWL, it's not even one-fourth
the attendance."
According to Mardi Gras Programmer Angie
Domichel. students are given $250 in fake money at the
door and can choose to gamble with it or not.
Once students earn S1.CXXJ
they can enter a raffle for
USU paraphernalia or can wa\t until they earn $2,000
and enter a raffle for a 1V and stereo.
Mardi Gras will be in the Taggart Student Center
immediately following Saturday's basketball game. It will
go until 1 a.m. and is free to USU students with ID.
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> Department
head
onPulitzer
Prize
jury
Edward C. Pease. head of
Utah State University's
Communication Department.
was one of the 80-some jurors
gathered at Columbia University
in New York this week to judge
nominees for the 2CXXJ
Pulitzer
Prizes in Journalism.
Pease. a former newspaper
journalist who moved from the
newsroom to the classroom in
1983, has taught at USU since
1994. This is the second year
Pease has served as a Pulitzer
juror. Pease is one of three jurors
representing the academic arena
and is the only juror from Utah.
The Pulitzer Prizes. the premier awards in journalism, letters, drama and mus1.c,were
established by newspaper publisher Joseph Pulitzer in 1917 as
an incentive to excellence, and
have come to stand for the best
in American journalism.
Journalism jurors are typically
leading newspaper publishers
and editors, plus occasional journalism educators.
"The Pulitzers are legendary
in journalism. the ultimate yardstick of journalistic excellence.
integrity and social responsibility."Pease said. "Just to be
involved in the process of reviewing and nominating the very best
American journalism is very
exciting. and a great honor."

> U.S.
senator
offers
summer
internships
U.S.Senator Larry Craig is
accepting applications for paid
summer internships in his
Washington. D.C. office.
The application deadline is
March 15. For mbre information.
call Pat Olsen at (202) 224-2752.

> Banquet
to educate
about
hunger
inUtah
A "Hunger Banquet." sponsored by the Students Together
Ending Poverty (STEP).will be
held Tuesday from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
in Utah State University's
Taggart Student Center
Ballroom.
The keynote speaker will be
Susan Soleil from Utahns Against
Hunger. She will talk about her
organization and actions that
should be taken to prevent
hunger. according to STEP director Amanda Redington.
Each student attending will
pay a 25 cent entrance fee and
will be assigned a socioeconomic
class: poor. middle and upper .
The class students are assigned
to will determine what food they
eat and what role they play.
The role-playing includes
"real-world situations." Redington
said. Some of the students
assigned to the upper-class group
may hit rock bottom and some
other lucky person from the
lower class will rise to the top.
she added.
Redington said she would like
students to realize that hunger

> Hanging
death
looks
accidental,
police
say
OREM,Utah (AP)- The
hanging of a 7-year-old boy
appears to be an accident. not
suicide as originally thought.
according to police.
The Orem boy was found
dead in his room Friday. hanging
by a belt from a bunk bed.
"Our investigation has found
no evidence to indicate this was
anything more than a tragic accident." Police Lt. Ned Jackson said
Tuesday.
Jackson said the belt was
twisted as if the boy was spinning
with his head in it until he
passed out. then suffocated.
"So it's looking like he was just
playing around and got tangled
up," Jackson said. "But he was the
only one in the room so we will
never know for sure."
First reports said the child had
been sent to his room for disciplinary reasons. suggesting he committed suicide. But adults who
knew the boy said that would
have been out of character.
"I cannot believe this child
took his life;· said Muffet Reeves,
principal of Sharon Elementary
School, which the boy attended.
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Film lovers don't need to wait till summer for good flicks
ANDY MORGAN

Staff Writer

verdict is out on this film. starring Gary Sinise.Tim Robbins,
Don Cheadle and Jerry
O'Connell. It could be a winner. or it could be a serious
bomb.

Ah. the four M's of spring:
March, Mating, Money {lostin
Vegasduring spring break) and
Movies.If you're like me and
have no money whatsoever
THE NFXI' BFSI'11-IING
(and the fact that you have no
(March 10)
money has eliminated any
This film stars Madonna
hope of going someplace warm and Rupert Everett. My advice:
for spring break). well,buck up See Mission to Mars.
little camper. There's hope.
Take my example and mooch
ERINBROCKOVIal
off your siblings.Get them to
(March 17)
take you to the movies.
My guess is this flick will
Spring is a trampoline for
score Julia Roberts her first
Hollywood'squest to have a
blockbuster trifecta (Notting
fruitful and blockbuster sumHilland RunawayBride).Ten
mer. Many films actually prefer years ago she made Pretty
a pre-summer release so they
Woman, causing many a male
don't go toe-to-toe with the
to drool. A decade later nothstudio giants during June. July ing has changed: She's still a
and August.
babe and - better yet - a
--Speaking of those far-dismore seasoned actress. Roberts
tant summer months. many of dons the hat of legalresearch
the predicted money-makers
assistant in this movie, assistwon't be released until people
ing an attorney in going headbegin to wear shorts, sandals
to-head with a large utility
and swimsuits again.
company responsible for a canHowever,there are several
cer outbreak in a small comon-deck releases that should
munity.
prove to be profitable and
entertaining. Take a peek.
1HEROAD ro ELDORAIXJ
(March 31)
DROWNINGMONA
JeffreyKatzenburg and
(March 3)
Dreamworks Pictures try again
I don't care for Bette Midler to fulfill their presumed anivery much. She's annoying and mation destiny with their secloud. and she seems best fit to
ond endeavor to compete with
portray a mother-in-law conthe Microsoftof cartoon makceived by the hand of Satan.
ers - Disney.Katzenburg, a
However,this film actually
former head honcho at Disney,
looks funny. Danny DeVito
would love to kick sand in the
and Midler combine talent for face of the MagicKingdom's
the first time since Ruthless
CEO Michael Eisner.Right
People.and DrowningMona
now, Katzenburg is rehearsing
also mar.ksthe first time
the principles for making a
scream-queens Jamie Lee
successfulanimated movie
Curtis and Neve Campbell are
("Don'thire Val Kilmer! Don't
paired together in a film.
hire Val Kilmer! Don't hire
Val!")and hoping the voices of
MiAT PLANETAREYOU
Kevin Kline, Kenneth Branagh
FROM(March3)
and Rosie Perez,combined
Gary Shandling (HBO's
with the music of Elton John
"The Larry Sanders Show")
and Tim Rice,will lead
plays an alien sent by his infer- Dreamworks into the promised
tile planet to conceive with an
land.
earth woman. Judging by the
previews,this movie looks apt
AMERICANPSYQIO (April7)
to fit Shandling·sdry sense of
This film had its world prehumor and impeccable sense
miere at the Sundance Film
of sarcastic timing. The film is
Festivalwith an NC-17 rating,
directed by Mike Nichols (The
but when it hits theaters in
Birdcage)and stars Annette
April, it will be graced with an
Benning. John Goodman, Greg R rating. Thanks to some crafty
Kinnear and Ben .Kingsley.
editing by director Mary
Harron. her portrait of the '80s
MISSIONW MARS
yuppie culture won't be brand(March 10)
ed with the scarlet letter. And
This movie has been hyping in case you forgot,this movie is
itself since the Super Bowland about a Wall Street pretty boy
one has to wonder what direc- who finds pleasure in cutting
tor Brian DePalma has in store up women and displaying their
for theatergoers. The plot
remains in his apartment.
revolvesaround the first
Sounds uplifting, doesn't it?
manned mission to the red
The movie version of Bret
planet. which, for some
Easton Ellis'novel stars
unknown reason, goes haywire, Christian Bale,Willem Dafoe,
with the crew disappearing
Jared Lehto and Reese
after picking up a strange sigWitherspoon.
nal. Obviously,a rescue mission ensues and that is where
REIURN W ME (April7)
the story begins (or ends). The
"X-Files"star David
Duchovny hooks
up with Minnie
Driver in a romantic comedy about a
man dealing with
the loss of his wife.
However,unbeknownst to
Duchovny's character, his wife's heart
was removed and
transplanted in
another woman,
and Duchovny
soon finds himself
fallingin love with
her.

Sandra Bullock's part in '28 Days' could make
amendsfor her rolein theflop 'PracticalMagic.'

RULFSOF
ENGAGEMENT
(April 14)
Samuel L.
fackson and
Tommy Lee Jones
team up in a
story about a soldier who is
wounded in
Vietnam and
returns to

America,
becoming a
lawyer.
Asa
lawyer,he is
asked to
defend a
soldier who
is accused
of sparking
an incident
that killed
several civilians - the
same soldier
who saved
his life in
Vietnam.

Ill
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28DA~
(April 14)
Sandra
Bullock
returns to
the silver
screen after
snagging a
dud with
last year's
Practical
Magic In
this comedy,
Bullock
plays a
newspaper
reporter
arrested
and charged
for driving
under the
influence.
The film
looks at her
attempt to
get better in
rehab and
her relaJulia Roberts couldscoreher third bighit in a rawwith thisspring's upcoming'ErinBrockauich.'
tionship with
.
.
another patient.
BA11LEFIELD:
EAR1H
respite from studymg.
(May 12)
D.IN"OSAUR
(May19)
What's scarier than John
WVE AND BASKETBALL
In
this
release.
Disney is
Travolta
turning
L.
Ron
(April 14)
melding
computer
animation
Hubbard's
famous
book
into
a
This is another film that
and
live-action
backgrounds.
movie
is
that
the
producers
premiered at the Sundance
and filmmakers are talking
The story followsa young
Film Festival. Omar Epps of
dinosaur who is separated
sequel.
This
flick
lociks
weird.
"ER"fame. newcomer Sanaa
from his parents after a devasand
the
mainstream
audience
Lathan and screen veteran
tating meteor impact. Alone
Alfre Woodard tell the story of is not fond of weird movies. I
and scared, the prepubescent
predict dud. but you never
two childhood friends that
reptile is raised by sloths in the
know.
become star athletes and their
jungle. After growing up, he
Oh. and in case the plot of
ensuing difficultieswith life
L. Ron'sbook has escaped you,
searches for clues to his past
and love.
and
his heritage. It features the
it
takes
place
in
the
future.
This could be a sleeper hit.
voices
of Julianna Marguilies,
when
Earth
has
been
devastatas long as the film focuses on
Alfre Woodard and Kiefer
the characters and not basket- ed by a race of 10-foottall
Sutherland.
aliens, called Psychlos.Thank
ball.
heaven a tribe of survivors is
MISSION:
IMPOS5IBLE
II (May
alive in Colorado to fight the
U-571(April21)
24)
aliens.
Set in the Atlantic Ocean
Tom Cruise's reprisal of IMF
during World War II, a crew of
agent Ethan Hunt will lead the
1HEFLINISTONF.5:
VIVA
an American submarine tries
charge into summer as one of
ROCK VEGAS(May 12)
to salvagea German U-571
2cm·s biggestblockbusters.In
First.
was
the
original
any
boat, steal its encoding device
this second outing, Hunt leads
good? Second. it's a prequel.
· and survive the trip back
Third, can you say Stephan
one of two IMF teams tracking
home.
Baldwin?
This
has
huge
cow
down
a criminal carrying a
Starring Matthew
pie
written
all
over
its
release.
deadly
virus. One by one.
McConaughey and Jon Bon
and I beg you to leave the
members of the teams begin to
Jovi,this film could be the
country during the weekend of be knocked off. Directed by
sleeper hit of spring.
its release. Don't let yourself
John Woo (Face/Off and
get
so
finals-demented
that
BrokenArro"1,this moviezwill
GLADIATOR
(May5)
you actually see this movie as
be high-octane and high thrills.
RussellCrowe suits up as
Maximus.a
trusted Roman
centurion and
potential heir to
the Roman
empire, and
finds himself
banished when
the emperor's
son kills his
father and takes
over leadership.
However,
Maximus soon
returns to Rome
as a gladiator,
and - yes. you
guessed it - he's
not a happy guy.
Fans of Crowe's
wonderful acting
ability had better
hope he chose
wiselywith this
action flick.
because with one
wrong move he
could be acting
in third-rate
movies for the
rest of his career. I Rupert Everett stars with Madonna in 'The Next Best Thin,' one of many films
hope it's good.
offering moviegoerssome pre-summer entertainment by opening later this spring.
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Friday
••••

Liquid Ape
Pier 49
245 N. Main Street
9 to 11 p.m.
$5

SPEECH

•

The Cultural
Differences of Indians
and Non-Indians
Roberta Windchief
TSC Room 335
12:30 p.m.
free

MOVIE

•

"Christmas in August·
In Korean with
English subtitles
TSCAuditorium
7 p.m .
$1

Pow-wow
•
"Echoing Traditional Ways"
Nelson Fieldhouse
Grand entry and
dance competition
7 to 11 p.m.
free
Also on Saturday
1 to s p.m. and 7 to11
p.m.

Sunday
••••
•

BENEFITCONCERT

:
:
:
:
:
•
:
:
:
•

Feed the Hungry, Foster
the Arts Festival
featuring Heavy Mental
st. Vincent de Paul
Weigand Homeless
Day Center
235 s. 400 West
Salt Lake City
2-4 p.m .
$5

Monday
• •••
CONCERT

•

In One Ear
Eccles conference
center
p.m.
$3 with USU ID
$5 without USU ID
Also on Tuesday

a

•
:

Tuesday
••••
AWARENESS
DINNER

•

Hunger Awareness
Banquet
TSCBallroom
6:30 p.m.
25 cents

CARNIVAL

•

••
•
••
•
••
••
•
••

••

·oo

Mardi eras
TSC
9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
free with USU ID

Thursday
• •••
MOVIE

•

Multicultural Cinema
• My Left Foot·
Old Main Room 117
7 p.m.
free
If you have Information

that you would /Ike
featurecl tn Steppln' Out,
please e-mall It to
ed/tor@statesman.usu.edu
or call 797-1742
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Cowboy poetry comes 'Anierican Beauty' top choice for Oscar
Mov1·
e REVIEW
back to Tremonton
The Insider.
Grade:A
.

_.
Crowe took a
Staff Writer
step outside his comfort zone
Kevin Spacey is one of the and did DeNiro-like prepar~most diverse actors to grace
tion for his role as Wigand,
the silver screen in quite
while Spacey, although his
some time. Probably the only performance is top-notch,
actor better than Spacey is
essentially is the same charTom Hanks, and anyone who acter he plays in other
is a film connoisseur knows
movies.
that Hanks has taken his
That is why Crowe will win
share of hits. appearing in
best actor and Spacey will
movies I'm sure he wants to
not.
bury (can you say Turner and
However, American Beauty
Hooch?).
is clearly the favorite to win
Spacey, with the exception the best picture Oscar.
of The Negotiator,might hold
The film, directed by Sam
the upper hand on Hanks in Mendes, is an uncomfortable
the category of "Movies I'd
look at domestic suburban
Like to Launch Into Space."
life through the eyes of severHe really hasn't been in any- al characters that compose
thing that reeks.
what seems to be a psycho
Spacey has been nominat- neighborhood. Clearly a dark
ed for an Oscar because of
comedy, this movie is unbehis portrayal of Lester
lievably realistic, yet takes
Burnham in American
pride in poking fun at, and
Beauty.The trouble is this:
mocking, the "things· that
He is going toe-to-toe with
have consumed our lives.
Russell Crowe for top honors .
Spacey is Lester Burnham,
Crowe, who starred with
a 42-year-old father and husSpacey in LA Confiidential,is band who is weathering the
nominated for his perforinevitable mid-life crisis and
mance as Jeffery Wigand in doldrums of life. He hates his
ANDY MORGAN

Mark Nicholas, Reed Jensen
and Stanley Stokes. Also
returning are favorites Jeff
He sat through his first lecCoates of Murray, Doug
ture
Brewer of Salt Lake City, Paul
But before the hour was spent Bliss of Salem, Marilyn
He knew without a question
Diamond of Clinton, Randy
What the letters "B.S.• meant. Stokes and Connie Packer
All of them professors
Coss of Brigham City. Don
Had degreesbehind their
Kennington of Ogden, Phil
name,
Kennington of Sandy and
and soon he concluded
Colen H. Sweeten, Jr., of
"M.S.• meant ·more of the
Malad, according to a press
same.·
release from the Roundup.
It didn't take much longer
Appearing for the first time
'Ti]it wasplain to see
will be Steve Burk of Dillon,
That "piledup higher and
Mont., and Bill Hockett of
deeper·
West Point will again discuss
was what wasmeant by
firearms and cowboy gear of
"Ph.D.·
the late 1800s, according to
the release.
This verse from Duane
Trail Dust. a family musical
Kerr's "The Cowboy goes to
group, will provide an interCollege" is a sampling of what
mission. Kerr said the group
audiences will hear at tomorwill bring a guest guitarist,
row's Cowboy Poetry Roundup and together they will provide
in Tremonton.
"some good Western music."
Kerr and other local cowKerr said the two sessions
boy poets will present the
will feature the same perEleventh Annual Cowboy
formers, but they will present
Poetry Roundup in the Bear
entirely different material. In
River High School Auditorium
previous years, many people
at 100 N. 300 East in
have come to the 4 p.m. sesTremonton. Eighteen persion, gone to dinner in the
formers will participate in two cafeteria, and then returned
sessions at 4 and 7 p.m. Both
for the 7 p.m. session, he said.
sessions are free to the public.
Kerr said Congressman Jim
Between sessions, from 5 to Hansen chose the Cowboy
7 p.m., the Tremonton City
Poetry Roundup to represent
Beautification Committee will his district in the Library of
serve a Dutch oven dinner in
Congress Local Legacies
the high school cafeteria for
Project.
$10 per person.
According to the Library of
Reservations for dinner
Congress Web site at
may be made by calling Steve
www.lcweb.loc.gov.the Local
at (435) 257-5016 or (435)
Legacies Project allows citizens
257-7399.
to participate in the library's
Kerr said the entire
bicentennial celebration, docevening promises to be a lot
umenting America's grassroots
of fun. He said the Roundup
heritage in every state.
offers "as good a collection of
According to the site, a
cowboy poetry as you'll hear
Local Legacy is a "traditional
anywhere in the country."
activity, event or area of creReturning for their annual
ativity that merits being docuappearances at the Roundup
mented for future generaare local ~owboy poe~Kerr,
tions."
CORINNE KATOR

SeniorFeaturesWriter

.

job, wonders w~y he_can:1ot
develop a relationship with
his daughter and thinks his
perfectionist wife is completely insane.
, .
However. Burnham s hfe .
gets a need~d boost when his
daughter bnn~s home her
cheerleader ~nend, Angela
(Mena Suvan). and he overhears Angela tell ~is daughter, Ja~e (Thora, Birch)_.that
she thinks Janes dad IS hot,
and if he worked out mo~e.
he_·dbe even h~tter. _Hearing
th~s. Leste~ begins his quest to
reinvent h1m~elf.
All the while, Carolyn
(~nn:tte Beni:1g).Lester's
wife, IS obsessmg over ~er
real-estate career._naggmg her
daughter and lettm_gLe~ter
know at ev~ry possible mterval that he 1s a complete
loser. Ja~e. on the other
hand, thmks ?oth ~er parents
ar~ nuts and 1s begmm~g to
~hmk her n~xt-door neighbor
IS an obses~1ve freak , as well.
That neighbor happens to
be Ricky Fi~ts (W~s_Bentley),a
dope-smokmg m1sf1twho
totes his camcorder every-

.:;..;;.;;;;;;...;....;..;;~/

where he goes and films·
everything in sight, which
includes dead birds. Jane
changing her clothes and .
Lester working out naked m
the garage. Add to the above list of
freaks a demented "efficiency
expert" at Lester's work . a gay
couple (Scott Bakula and Sam
Robards) living next to the
Burnham·s residence and the
gun-wielding "king of real
estate," Buddy Kane (Peter
Gallagher), and you have the
melting pot of life that is our
culture in the new millennium.
Bening is terrific as Lester's
nagging wife, and Chris
Cooper seems to always play
the mean, arrogant and
unflinching father . To say the
least, the acting in this film is
the best collective performance to hit theaters in a
long, long time.
. .
American Beauty IS disturbing, hilarious and r:freshing. This is a must-see film.

mto tht

.·across
thestreet
from
campus.

The ,-u~ -,s-latest great for fans,
maybe much for newcomers
DAVID MORTENSEN

Staff Writer

With the release of their
latest album Bloodflowers,
The
Cure proves bitterness can be
described with ceremonious
beauty.
Lead singer Robert Smith
has been with The Cure for
more than 20 years. Famous
for being a gloomy, dazzling
star, he has helped console
generations of fans through
times of loneliness and
heartache. The latest album is
nothing unfamiliar for The
Cure with its long, drawn-out,
hypnotizing tracks, complete
with ethereal. dribbling guitars.
Comparable to the cult
favorite Disintegration,the
lyrics on Bloodflowerscan
make a listener want to cry at
times. In the song "There is No
If ..:, Smith sings, "Remember
the first time I told you ·1love
you? It was raining hard and
you never heard." This is the
classic feeling of The Cure, and
it is displayed throughout the
rest of the tracks on the
album.
While the music of The
Cure may not appeal to today's
MTV generation, it will captivate those who look for depth
and sensitivity in their music.
Smith's deeply introspective
lyrics mark him as one of the
most charming songwriters of
the last two decades.
And on the new album, he
writes as an eccentric would

MusicREv1Ew
BLOODFLOWERS
/ Grade:A
with maturity under his belt.
He disregards the current
vogue, and so eloquently
proves temperament is the
most effective way to leave
your mark.
For The Cure aficionado,
this album is a must-have. It
will very much gladden the
small detachment of Cure
devotees.
For anyone who hasn't listened to The Cure in the past.
Bloodflowersmay be a bit perplexing and hard to swallow,
but anyone who likes complexity in music should give it a try.
This is one of the most
effectual albums in a long
time. It brings out much
pathos in the listener.
The most praiseworthy song
is the title track "Bloodflowers."
which has two conflicting viewpoints - one of hope for love
and life and one of despair.
The despair seems to win,
however, when Smith sings in a
croon at the end of the song,
"These flowers will always die."
Next time you kiss the girl
with the sparkling eyes, and
you walk away with a disenchanted taste in your mouth,
you'll be able to relate.
Albums that strike at the
harsh truth of reality are the
best, and this album is no
exception.

675 East600 North

.,

720 North 700 East /-

Highlights:

/-

~

•Private Bedroom & Bathroom
,' .S.,.
•Desk, Bed & Bookcase in each bedroom
~._,,,,•~
•2 phone lines in each bedroom
~~~~
•Laundry in each apartment (no coins!)
~....._v i
•Modem kitchen facilities
O ~
•C~~le TV jacks in each bedroom
•Living Room
..._~
~
_,
•No parking hassles
~r'.,
I
•Air conditioning
~
•Internet Services available
~
•Filled apartment Incentive.

? •
v'

"-Q

Old

Main

i::,SOO~N.._.
---tu.i

~
4

Hill

N.

_I

NOW ACCEPTINGAPPLICATIONS
FORSUMMER
& NEXTSCHOOL
YEAR!

irtsltt1tt& ~tnutltig4 fhiuburgq& i!jigqlnuhtr
For mer€mformat1on,
CallDarla
435-755-8525or 1-800-335-5163

good, but...

For mer€mformat1on,
CallMax
435-753-2900or 1-888-550-6293
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In One Ear to bring jazz,

funk, classical to USU
Justa shortdrive
LdJwt..20 mmutes
'to
t!ieiioith.Makes a
Great Date!

AdmissionSTILLonly $1.50
($8 per familyon Mondaynights)
Lots of Great Inexpensive
Snacks, too!

N□W

DouGSMEATH
Assistant FeaturesEditor

What goes in one
ear doesn't always go
out the other.
Utah State
University's homegrown band In One
Ear will be trying to
prove that next week
as they perform at

SHOWING=

usu.
Fri&Sat7&9pm
Mon7 pm
258-2141

Hey ~pting Chico CheckOutThe

r-------: $2.50 tan
Good for a

I

(excludes specialty beds)
Expires 4/30/00

r-------$5.00 OFF
1
I

·J:eahning a !:(Jeetaculat
monthly gr,ecfalwhichincludss
t.1mning~lus lotion!

monthly special

• tJewBulb~
• Openuntil 2sun
• *2 BuckTan~ • Clean Roorns:
• ~J>Qcial
Beds:
(10rnin, 20 rnin,RuvaBad!:)

SUNSPOT
TANNING SALON ,

--------SS

N. Mafn--------(in thB l;rnpotiurn)

752-7197
thtu~unday
.~ • openMonday,,

In One Ear plays
original music, everything from jazz to
funk to blues to classical. Their second CD
is on its way, following
their first release,
(Kind Of) Live.
·
·
They perform March In One Ear memben;(left to right)Austin Weyand, Jon Deckerand Aaron Ashton
6 and 7 in the Eccles lend eachothera helpinghand. The band will performat USU Mondayand Tuesday.
Conference Center. The
the press release .
said.
shows start at 8 p.m., and tick"Austin has established
He said Smith will play the
ets for each are $3 with a valid himself as an excellent musisaxophone at next week 's perUSU ID and $5 without.
cian with performances in the
formances.
Tickets can be purchased at
Ricks College and USU
Ashton said Smith and
the USU ticket.offic~.
Concerto Nights," according to Rowe will not be opening for
In One Ear 1sa flve-m~mthe press release. It mentioned
the band - they will actually
ber band, all of whom hail
he also plays for the
be playing as part of the band.
from USU.
Crestmark Orchestra.
In One Ear is undefeated in
Aaron Ashton plays violin
Ashton said Weyand graduthe Junction Theatre
and electric violin and has
ated from USU last year in
Competition, beating the
been for 20 years. according to music performance and theraDonells, the winners at the
a p~ess_rel~ase from the band.
py. . .
Telluride Festival. according to
While m high school, he
P1amst and lead vocalist
information provided by the
placed first in the Utah String
Kate Proudfit "is a valuable
band.
Teacher's Association violin
new asset to In One Ear,"
The band has had offers to
competition.
according to the press release.
open for Peter Breinholt and
In college ..~eylaced first in
She studied voice at the
Ryan Shuppe, according to the
the college d1v1S1onof the
Debra Bohnner Vocal
information.
Idaho Federation of Music vio- Academy , according to the
In One Ear is also a memlin competition, according to
release.
ber of the Utah Showcase
the release.
According to the release,
Bands, according to the inforAshton said he is a history
she also won the 1998 Weber
mation.
major and a music minor at
State University piano compeAshton said the two shows
USU.
tition. She is a regular soloist
will probably be fairly similar
·rnprobably be starting
for the USU Jazz Orchestra.
to each other.
into the pre-med next year,"
Jeff Weyand, the final
"We may switch it up a lithe said.
member of In One Ear and
tie, but basically it will be the
Jon Decker plays the
the band's drummer, has
same each night," Ashton said .
upright bass for In One Ear.
played in the USU Jazz
He said the shows may difThe release said he was
Orchestra and Main Street
fer by two or three songs.
principal bass in the Utah
Jazz in Heper City, Utah,
Ashton said the band memState Symphony for three
accordjng to the pre.ss rele<!se. , bers are friends outside of the
years. He has also played in
"He lov~s,the drums and . . band and spend a lot of time
many jazz ensembles. includhas a great time hitting stuff,"
together.
ing the Crestmark Orchestra.
according to the release.
And when they're together,
Austin Weyand, the band's
Monday and Tuesday's
he said. they listen to a lot of
guitarist, has been recognized
shows will also include perforjazz music.
for his talent in both jazz and
mances by musician Jim Rowe
"All of us are big jazz fans,"
classical music, according to
and USU director of jazz
he said.
bands Larry
Smith, Ashton
said . He said ·
Rowe, who will
play guitar , will
be the only per former not affiliated with USU.
Smith also teaches private
lessons to USU
students and is
a big part of
the USU Music
department,
Ashton said.
"Any jazz
he's in charge
of. unless it's
vocal," Ashton
Award-winning vocalist and pianist
In One Ear drummerJeff Weyandgazes at the sky.
KateProudfitis a memberof In One Ear.

Money?·

The naked truth about body hair
I.JFE
SENTENCES
/ BryceCasselman
great money, open a body hair
removal salon for the stars.
body hair
Now , there are some defiis really nite tradeoffs to being bushy .
kind of You can grow a beard in 2.7
funny. It days, but if you're going on a
just kind date and want to be clean of pops shaven, you have to shave
out of
twice - once in the morning
parts of the body that you usu- and once in the car on her drially either ignore or never veway.
You get called names like
expect anything to be there at
all. Body parts like ears, backs The Missing Link and Ewok
and, for some very unfortunate
Boy, but there is all the money
scientists give you for use of
individuals, even the nose md I'm not talking about the your DNA in evolutionary
research . And one more bene1ostrils.
I have a lot of body hair , fit: You can perform those
md , well, I've learned to inkblot tests on your wife to
iccept it. It is just a part of find out what she is subcon1eing a member of my family sciously thinking simply by tak- the Chimpanzee family, that ing off your shirt.
Probably the most humiliat ;, It was hard being the only
)urth grader with a five o'clock ing experience for shaggy men
hadow.
is being asked by the barber to
The worst thing about body "please not come back" or
,iair is our society's view on it. being charged the Neanderthal
-he words used to describe it or Chewbacca rate, based on
the time it takes to bring you
nclude unsightly, unwanted,
sagebrush of body and , of into a present day Homo
course, hairy, which is also an Sapien state. This is not only so
adjective most of us use to embarrassing that you visibly
blush through your canopy of
describe big ugly spiders.
Hollywood doesn't help at hair, but it can also be very
all. Every leading man that expensive. Some of my fellow
steps shirtless onto the silver fur-balls have taken a second
screen has no body hair, with mortgage out just to pay for it.
It can also be hard on family
the exception of Sean Connery
and
Pierce
Brosnan
(my life since you tend to spend
heroes). Other than them , zilch. more one-on-one time with
If you ever want to make some your razor than with your wife
I

t h i n k

fortheHastings
nearest
you,pleasecallTOLL-FREE
1-877-hastings
(427-8464)
Monday-Friday
9am·6pm
Central
Time~~.,.~~

Ifyou havean idea_ forthe 2000-2001
schoolyear"' checkwith us.Welove
cartoonists!TSC319

or your girlfriend. The key to
this is to see if they will actually take part in the hair extraction process , a true test of love.
I knew that I had found my
mate for life the first time she
turned my unibrow into two
perfectly symmetrical pieces of
art.
If you are hairy enough to
ever consider getting a fullbody wax, take my advice and
never go walking alone in the
woods naked. I know there's
the getting close-to-nature-hippie aspect, but undoubtedly
someone will come out of no
where with a video camera and
then that whole Sasquatch
thing will start up again. Not
that it has ever happened to me
personally, especially while
vacationing a few years ago in
Central Canada.
So whether
you have
enough body hair to riva l
Cousin It - or if you don't have
any body hair at all and it takes
you a decade to grow a recog nizable goatee you are
always welcome in my house.
Why? Because it's not how
much hair you have that matters, but the size of your heart
and whether you make more
money than I do that really
matters.

Bryce Casselman,features
writerfor the Statesman , is a
junior majoringin journalism.
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Conferiencechampions
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Checkout Monday'sStatesmanto see how USU
fared against BSUin their final regular-seasongame.

BRINGON 11-IFTOURNAMENr.

797-1762
sports@statesman.usu.edu

One down, one to go
USU one game away from perfect season after
73-52 victory over Idaho on 1'hursday night
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

USU'sTroy Rolle drives the baselineduring Utah State's victoryover Idahoin the SpectrumThursdaynight.

The Utah State University
basketball team used another
strong game from Tony Brown
and a strangling defense to win
their nation-leading 15th
straight game - a 73-52 victory
over the University of Idaho.
Brown scored 25 points on
8-of-12 shooting (7-of-9 from 3point land) and dished qut
three assists.
·1 guess you could say he's
pretty comfortable shooting the
ball right now," head coach
Stew Morrill said. "He got some
good looks and the guys did a
good job of getting (him) open.·
The only thing in the
Spectrum Thursday night that
was playing as well as Brown
was the Aggie defense.
USU held the Vandals to 32
percent from the field. including 22 percent in the first half.
"I was real pleased with our
energy level," Morrill said. ·1
think it showed defensively."
Only one Vandal reached
double-didgits as guard Gordon
Scott scored 14. He also struggled in the first half. scoring
just two.
·we did a pretty good job on
him," Morrill said. "He didn't

really go off tonight."
The lead hung around 10 for
The win puts the Aggies
most of the first half and early
within one game of a perfec'.t
in the second. Where in recent
Big West Conference season.
games the opposition would
They face Boise
claw back into the
game, USU put the
State University
Saturday at 7:05
Vandals away by way
of a 21-8 run.
p.m. in the
Spectrum. Only
"They never really
got on a big run,"
the University of
Pennsylvania and
Brown said.
the University of
Gam1e MVP:
It was the largest
margin of victory for
Cincinnati are
Tony Brown. who
currently unde$coredc.igame-high25 the Aggies since Jan.
feated in their
pointsond $hot7-for-9 15 when USU rolled
conferences.
·from thr3-pointline. over the University
"That's an
of California at
Irvine
81-46.
incredible thing
Key Stat:
we're shooting for," Jdahoshot31 perc~t
While Idaho was
Morrill said of the fromtlu.i
barely clinging to 30
field
possible perfect
percent shooting
season. "It's hard
from the field, the
Turnrng point: Aggies
to imagine:
shot 55,
Brownhit a 3-pointer including 56 percent
Morrill said
that if tonight was in thefirst minuteof
from the 3-point
.thegam/;,givingthe
a good indicator,
line.
the Aggies will not Aggiesa leadthe_y
"They couldn't
.nevergaveup. :
have any trouble
handle our set plays,"
getting up for
Brown said.
Saturday's game.
Brown got the
·we didn't have to coach
Aggies started when he hit his
effort tonight," he said.
first 3-pointer of the night in
That effort was certainly
the opening minute. Brown
true as early on. the Aggies
didn't miss a shot until 3:20
jumped all over Idaho with a
into the second half.
12-3 start in the first five minutes.
Jumpto CLOSER,
Page9
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Softball
teamlooking
forconfidence
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor
The Aggie softball team will be looking to
gain some confidence this weekend as they
travel to Cedar City to take on Southern Utah
University in a double header Saturday.
"These are two big games for us," head
coach Pam McCreesh said.
Despite Utah State University's commanding 49-2 all-time record against the
Thunderbirds, the Aggies (4-6) would like to
improve their game in some areas before
heading to San Jose for the NIST tournament
March 10 to 12. McCreesh said.
Two wins would give USU a .500 record for
the first time this year - something that
would be a great cm;ifidence booster when the
Aggies take on teams like the top-25 ranked
University of Nebraska and the University of
California, McCreesh said.
Batting .210 as a team, McCreesh said she
wants to see the Aggies improve their hitting.
The team has been focusing on the basics in
practice this week, trying to eliminate strike

outs and trying to keep the ball in play.
"They're working hard," McCreesh said.
USU has only two players above .300 senior Sandy Taylor and juni"or Eva
DeJarnette. But McCreesh said she sees
improvement on the horizon.
·we have a great hitting team. they just
need to believe it," she said.
SUU might just be the game they need to
get back on track as the winless Thunderbirds
(0-11) have a team ERA of 7.00. USU narrowly
defeated SUU in St. George 3-1 Friday. This
season, the Thunderbirds have allowed opponents to hit .393.
As for the Aggie pitchers, McCreesh hasn't
picked any starters for the doubleheader, but
wants to give Kristin Hommel and Candee
Bowden some time on the mound this weekend.
However, there still is a chance the games
might be canceled or postponed if the weather doesn't cooperate. Saturday's games might
be pushed back to Suhday or played as far
south as St. George or Mesquite, Nev..
McCreesh said.

· \, ..,,, ,,:, ,k ·,--.
._____
.;.;._
___

_;;__;;_....._
__________
.;.;.__.;......;
USU'sTiffanyPugmirewatchesthe ballall the way to her bat during battingpracticeon Thursdayafternoon.

My name is Casey, and I'm a recovering Boise State fan
THEHOB.SONHUT/ CaseyHobson
Old allegiances die
hard.
Bobby Scales, a
minor -league
baseball
player, told me that last
summer. He grew up in
Atlanta, Ga., watching
players like Dale Murhpy
and Bob Horner. His passion for baseball was thick, and his love for the
Atlanta Braves was equally as heavy.
Scales signed with the San Diego Padres
and fell in love with the organization. We
were sitting in the locker room at McDermott
field in Idaho Falls, Idaho - home of the
Padres' rookie-league affiliate. Scales, though
happy to be a Padre, shook his head and said
with a chuckle, "Old allegiances die hard,
man."
No truer words have ever been spoken. I'm
a native of Boise, Idaho. No, I don't live on a
spud farm, I don't wear a straw hat and I don't
drive a tractor. I do drive a pickup, however,
and I do own a gun ... or three.
Anyway, I grew up just a short drive from
Boise State University. My buddies and I knew
the Pavilion like it was our own tree house .
We were Boise State fans in the truest form.
We knew the players inside and out. We

knew their shooting percentages, weak spots,
strengths, middle names and social security
numbers. If asked, we could have given better
scouting reports on the players than the actual
scouts provided .
And, like any BSU fan, we hated the
University of Idaho. The sight of Vandal yellow made us cringe - as though Satan himself had just entered the room.
Well, I'm beginning to understand just
what Scales meant.
BSU comes to town on Saturday night to
play the Utah State University basketball
team, and it's tearing me apart inside. I am an
Aggie fan, but I can' t seem to just turn off this
BSU thing either. I still check up on the
Broncos and root for them in the deepest ,
darkest crevices of my closet.
People tell me, "You're the sports editor.
You of all people should be anti-BSU. What
kind of program are you running here?"
I've heard it all, and I know I'm a shameful
stain on the sports department here. I've tried
to sober up and leave my BSU days behind,
and I think I do fairly well until the Broncos
come to town. But once the bus arrives, I start
craving what I thought I left behind. My blood
turns BSU orange.
As it is right now, I have no doubt about

who I want to win on Saturday night: Utah
State. I say that with the most sincerity I can
muster up. I really consider myself an Aggie,
just as Scales considered himself a Padre. And
what USU is on the verge of this season - a
16-0 record and a Big West Championship is something very special. I want to see USU
do it. I want the Aggies to win the whole thing.
But like Scales said, old allegiances die
hard, and I know it will be different once my
friends from Boise show up on my doorstep
tomorrow afternoon. I know seeing them
dressed in BSU orange and blue will bring
back the Bronco fan in me. And it will be hard
to walk away from it - like a sober alcoholic
who's contemplating returning to the bottle.
So, while I'm still thinking straight - while
I'm still sober, so to speak - let me just say
one thing: Good luck, Aggies. Mop the floor
with that BSU orange and blue.
And thanks for beating those cursed
Vandals on Thursday night too.

CaseyHobson, a junior from Boise,Idaho,is
the sports editorat the Statesman. He managed to go the entire intramuralseasonwithout fouling out of a game. E-mail him at BoiseState University'sClint Hordemanncallsout a play in a
hobsonhut@hotmail
.com gameearlierthis seasonin the Pavilionin Boise,Idaho.BSU,
or sports@statesman.usu.edu Hobson'schildhoodteam,plays USU on Saturdayat 7 p.m.

Aggies1N
AcT10N
Thursday
Basketball
Utah State
Idaho

73
52

Friday
Gymnastics
Utah State vs. Texas,
7p.m. in the Spectrum

Saturday
Basketball
Utah State vs Boise State,
7 p.m. in the Spectrum
Softball
Utah State at SUU,
noon and 2 p.m.

Track
Utah State at
lntermountain
Championships
in Pocatello,
Id aho

ChecktheStatesman every
Monday,Wednesdayand
Fridayfor completeand
in-depthlooksat all Aggie
Women 's soccer
Utah State @ Utah tour - sportingevents.Find us on the
nament, Salt Lake City
Webat www.statesman.usu.edu

,
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Gyninastics lay it on line in hon,e finale
Assistant Sports Editor

5 minutes of Vacuum Time for $1.00

»

Other places only give you 3 minutes for $75
(You do the Math)

3 Motors in each vacuum instead of 2.

»

4.5 horsepower instead of 3.0 to suck out the dirt.
Foothitll Wash
1436 North 1200 East
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■

Dutchovencooks- willtrain
Teamsters
■ Wranglers
Come
to t.heCai;eer
Center
to
set
up
interviews!
■ Reservations
• Housekeeper

■

=

Zlltarviewl
'11ill
be.uld @
Uta.b
Stat, Umversity
c.uez.
C'citer
17ta.b
stat, Umversity_
blZI,.Room
102
..iw=7 • l-5J11!1
Wi
:,, ..1w=S'• S·5pm

duced a school record for team score,
197.225.
Utah State will try to rebound from its
Friday's match against Texas Women's
last-place finish in a four-way meet at
University is the final home meet of the
Nebraska, where even Southern Utah
season for Utah State University's gymUniversity defeated the travel-weary
nastics squad.
Aggies.The Thunderbird win is only the
And there is a lot on the line.
fourth in 30 tries, but Corn points out
Despite the seemingly poor overall
how much improved SUU is: they bested
record of 5-8, the Aggies have
No. 10 BYU on Wednesday.
popped back into the top-25
The TWU Pioneers are comin the national rankings at 22.
ing off a recent loss too - a
And their work is still cut out
193.275-192.025whipping at
for them.
the
hands of the University of
FRIDAY
As they are ranked now, by
Denver.
7p.m.
the Regional Qualifying Score
Another mark in the Aggies'
(RQS),USU is the sixth seed in
favor
is the raw numbers. USU
in the Spectrum
its region - what head coach
ranks in the top-25 in three of
Freefor students the four rotations and Christy
Ray Corn calls the toughest in
the nation. But the team sits
Denson is currently ranked No.
w/ID
on the bubble as only the top
1 in the nation on the bars,
six teams qualify. Because of
averaging 9.910.
complicated qualifying rules, if
Friday night is also senior
either the University of Utah
night for Aggies'Trina Ewart
or Brigham Young University
Jessica Porter, Marla Lowes and
drops out of the top 12. the Aggieswill be
Denson .
bumped out.
Both Denson and Ewart are co-capIf that would happen, it would be the
tains of the team and Porter and Lowes
first time in 14 years that the Aggies
have been USU mainstays in their previwould not have made it to the NCAA
ous three years.
Regionals. USU would have to catch No.
Porter has limited herself to just the
16 University of Minnesota to move to
bars and beam rotations this year to
fifth place in the region and gain some
reduce injury and will graduate this
insurance.
spring in physical education She wants to
But there is hope in this home meet help coach next year's USU squad. Lowes,
the last home contest of the season for
who has only competed once this year on
USU.The Aggies are 2-0 vs. TWU allvault because of injuries to both her
time, where the last meet in 1997 proshoulders, looks to graduate next year.
AARON MORTON

Two Reasons youi· car gets cleaner •
at foothills!!
••

USlfs Klrra Degenerwalks throughher balance
beamroutine during a meet against Brigham
Young University Feb.11, in the Spectrum.

';+1'9k
ad, ti<Jk,
«I-id ?Ila.de"l)~

Brown enjoying high life as a crowd favorite

•)00% AlphaCr,sto,,,AI,,mln•"'Frame

• RockSboxJettForll
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The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi
Utah State University Chapter

is accepting applications for

Junior Scholarships
for the 2000-2001 school year
Scholarship Criteria:
1) academic excellence and achievement
2) 65 sem. credits by the end of fall semester, 1999
(Minimum of 30 credits at USU)

Deadline: 24 March 2000
Application packets available in
Ag. Science Room 136
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Utah State University forward Tony
TB:Even if I could complete it, he'd
season. What has impressed you the most
Brown, who led the Aggies to victories
probably still get pretty mad at !t
about this year's team.
over New Mexico State University and the (laughing).
TB:Probably how quickly we gelled
University of North Texas, was named
WD:You were completing it pretty well together, coming from preseason where
this week's Big West Conference playerthough to Dan Stewart. Is Jason Williams
we were just goofing around in the HPER,
of-the-week.
one of the players you like to look up to
where it was one-on-one, to come into a
Brown scored a career-high 27 points
or watch?
team game and playing with each other,
TB:I don't necessarily look up to him.
against NMSU and shot 70 percent from
organized basketball, running plays and
3-point range. His seven 3-pointers were
He's exciting to watch, but you can tell he
staying together.
the second most in one game in USU his- still has a lot to learn in the NBA.
WD:OK, when you're not draining
tory.
Sometimes he just goes out and
threes on the basketball court, what else
-----==----,
does ridiculous stuff and turns the
Brown backed that perfordo you like to do?
TB:Well, seeing how I'm married, I like
bi=illover way too many times. fie,
mance witg s~v~n r~bourids andr.
seven assists against North Texas.
knows that, and the coaches know
to hang out wfth my wife. We like to go
Senior sport's writer Wade
that, but they know that he needs
out with other friends and that. We do
Denniston sat down with Brown
to learn, and he's going to be a
normal stuff that other people do, I
on Wednesday and asked him
great player someday.
guess.
WD:Who do you look up to,
about his big game against NMSU,
WD:You married your high school
this year's team, his high school
then? Who is your ideal role
sweetheart, right?
TB:Yeah, a girl a dated in high school.
sweetheart and John Stockton in
DENNISTON
model in the NBA?
this week's edition of High and
TB:In the NBA...
WD: How long did you guys date
before getting married?
Tight.
WD:Or anyone. I guess. Another
· TB:We dated since we were sophoWadeDenniston:I know your huge
college basketball player.
TB:Basketball would probably have to
mores and got married after last season.
game at New Mexico State University was
a big reason for you being selected Big
So about four years.
be somebody like a John Stockton. Some
West Conference Player of the Week, but
guy (that is) just a blue collar player out
WD: Do you ever hang out with the
were you surprised you still got it after
Crosbie's?
working his butt off every night. night in
scoring just three at the University of
and night out. He's working. paying his
TB:No, (Jeffs) about three or four
North Texas?
dues - he's paid his dues
years older than I am. I think three.
TonyBrown:Yeah, I was really surWD: He graduated in '94, right?
a long time ago, I guess prised. I didn't think I'd even get nomiTB:'95, I think.
but a guy that is always
nated because most the times they look
WD:And you were '98?
giving 100 percent.
at points and how many you score. They
WD:Now, being from
TB:I was '98, so I think it was thre~.
want people who scored a lot of points.
Hyrum. was playing at
WD:Do you ever remember watching
Only scoring three points, it's a big surUtah State something you
him play before you came along?
TB:I didn't know he was going to go
prise. I think it was a surprise to all of
always wanted to do?
our team too; that I was given that
TB:Not necessarily. I
(on a ) football scholarship because I
didn't really know I was
always thought he was a really good basopportunity to be nominated.
BROWN
ketball player. I thought he'd go someWD:Mm-hmm. But. I guess it was also ever gonna go to college
where for basketball. I remember at
your assists and rebounds against the
to play basketball. They
Mountain Crest, with the team they had,
Mean Green that really contributed, wassent me some letters. (I}had other people
that I thought (they were) going to win
n't it?
sending me some letters ... but this was
TB:Yeah, I had seven assists (and)
probably the best school that sent me letthe state championship. They lost in the
seven rebounds. I wasn't really feeling the
ters and (the) best situation for me.
second round or something, but he was
one of my favorite players to watch on
shot as much as I was at New Mexico
WD:What were some of the other
State, and I just tried to contribute in
schools that showed interest in you?
the team.
other ways. Thankfully they made some
TB:A lot of Big West schools like
WD:That's cool. I noticed also in the
shots that I passed to them.
Fullerton. Let's see, Irvine did, and there
media guide that you and Dan both like
WD:Alright. Now, looking back on the was a couple East Coast schools - not
to play golf. Do you ever go out and have
New Mexico State game, what exactly did
really highly talented schools. Then Utah
any friendly competition?
that heckler say to you that prompted
recruited me for a while ... and a few othTB:I've never played golf with Dan yet.
you to dunk in the game?
He just barely got up here this fall. I'm
ers.
TB:We were just down warming up
WD:I know the whole valley is glad
sure I will. I go play with my family at
right before the game, and he just kept
you decided to come here, but when you
least once or twice a week during the
talking to us. Finally, he said, "Do any of
spring and summer.
were growing up - and you're becoming
the white guys dunk?" He was wondering
a crowd favorite - did you have a
WD:Just down at The River or the
if any of us can dunk. Then he just said
Country Club?
favorite Aggie?
he's never seen a white guy dunk it in the
TB:I really didn't know much about
TB:Yeah, River or Smithfield, wherever
gym before in one of their games. So, I
the Aggies when I was growing up until I
we can get on I guess.
was just giving him a little treat.
was about a teenager - 16 or 17 - when
WD:Yeah, I heard Al Lewis (Aggie
I actually started coming up and watching
radio announcer) talking about how they
a few games a year. But during that time.
were giving (Bernard) Rock some crap too, I really liked the way Eric Franson played .
and he was talking back with them. Were
That's probably really the latest back that
all of you guys going at it with them?
I've seen a guy play quite a bit.
TB:No, B-Rock will talk. Every crowd
WD:So you didn't go to any games
we go to is after him or Shawn (Daniels),
when you were eight, nine or 10 years
and those two talk back. Mostly B-Rock,
old?
he likes to have fun with the crowd, and
TB:Not that I can remember, anyway .
it's all in good fun.
If I did, I don't remember any of the playWD: That's funny. OK, will the home
ers.
fans be treated to another dunk from you
WD:Alright. What is it like to play on
anytime soon?
the major college level, week in and week
TB:Maybe if it's another breakaway of out, in front of family and friends in the
some sort, I don't know. Or, if it's a blowstands?
away game, maybe .
TB:It's fun. You know you have your
WD:Yeah, that would be cool. I saw
support there no matter what other
you (Tuesday) when I came and talked to
people think, you have the support of
Troy Rolle, you were kind of practicing
your family. It's just good that they can be
that Jason Williams (Sacramento Kings)
able to watch me . That's one of the reaelbow pass.
sons I came here. They travel. They go to
TB:Yeah, just goofing around.
a couple road trips a year with us to
WD:Are you going to entice the fans
watch us and visit places, so it's nice to
with that. or will Stew Morrill kind of get
have them around.
mad?
WD:You guys are tremendous this
USU'sTony Browndrives the lane against Idaho.
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Brown secret weapon, but don't tell
"Tonight, I was pretty open."
One reason Brown was able to get
away from his Idaho defenders was his
teammates freed him up with great
Did you know the Utah State
University men's basketball team has a screens.
·1 guess you could say he's pretty
secret weapon?
comfortable shooting the ball right
That's right, and he is none other
now." said USU head coach Stew
than Tony Brown.
Morrill. "He got some good looks and
"Brown?" you may be asking yourthe guys did a good job of getting him
self right now.
open."
Yeah, and don't let the secret out.
Brown agreed.
The Aggies don't want other teams to
"Our plays - people aren't ready
start keying on the 6-foot-3 Cache
for them," he said. ·we hit some
Valley native.
quick-hitters and get some
On Feb. 24, Brown dialed
good screens by our big guys,
in from downtown and hit 7of-10 3-pointers, leading USU 'With a jump- and the other team has a
to a huge road victory at New shotlike that, tough time getting around
them. I just catch it from
Mexico State University.
Thursday night at the
why would whoever's got the ball wide
open."
Spectrum, the 194-pound
theyleavehim But shooting isn't the only
sophomore guard was at it
thing Brown looks to do on
again, connecting on his first
open?He was the
offensive end.
five shots of the game (all 3knocking
Tm looking to pass to
pointers), and finishing 8-ofopen people when they've got
12 from the field (7-of-9 from
themdown a good shot," Brown said.
3-point range) for a gameThat was evident as he
high 25 points, to lead Utah
tonight.'
dished out the second-most
State to a 73-52 win over the
assists (three) for the Aggies.
University of Idaho.
"Just because he hasn't put • SHAWNDANIELS• Junior guard Bernard Rock,
up big numbers this year, I
USUFORW,W> who was fighting a cold, led
guess teams aren't playing
ON TUMMAIT
the team with five.
However, there was one
him the way I think they
TONY
~N
thing missing from Brown's
should play him." Aggie junior
game against Idaho: a breakaway
forward Shawn Daniels said. "With a
dunk like he had against the Crimson
jump shot like that, why would they
Aggies last Thursday.
leave him open? He was knocking
"That might be a once-a-season
them down tonight."
deal." Morrill said.
Yes he was, and Brown wasn't shy
Brown didn't rule out the possibiliabout shooting it, either.
"When I'm open, I'm going to shoot ty of fans seeing him throw one down .
"Maybe they'll see one sometime in
it," said Brown, who went into the conthe future," said Brown, who has one
test averaging 11.9 points per game
dunk in his collegiate career.
(second behind Daniels' 12.4).

ValleyView
APartments

WADE DENNISTON

Senior Sports Writer

Now accepting rent for
Summer and Fall 2000

Call
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USUcenter DimitriJorssenshakesthe Idahodefenseand slams it for trvoof his nine points.

an apologetic editorial he
wrote for The Atlanta
Constitution . He took no
questions, walking away from
more than 100 reporters and
leaving general manager
John Schuerholz to face the
mob.
During the game, Rocker
consented to an interview
with Atlanta-area reporters,
only to keep them waiting in
a hall outside the clubhouse
for 90 minutes. He talked for
only five minutes after warning the media, "If there are
too many ridiculous questions being asked. I'll end it
right there."
Rocker threw in the outfield with fellow reliever
Rudy Seanez and also had a
short stint pitching off the
mound in the bullpen . Cox
said he expects the reliever
will be ready for a spring
game in 8-to-10 days.
"It was a little frustrating
the first couple of days I wasn't down here," Rocker said.
"I just tried not to watch TV
and coverage from spring
training because that really
would have made it tough
and got my nerves itching."
Rocker blamed his problems on immaturity.
"I just turned 25 a couple
of months ago, so I guess
people are expecting me to
be mature way beyond my
years just because of the
position I'm in," he said. "I
just think a little bit of growing up will have to be done,
and I don't think that will be
a problem."
If his reception by the
fans of central Florida was
any indication, Rocker has
plenty of support amid the
criticism. He was cheered
after his workout and
stopped to sign autographs
for about 10 minutes along
the first-base line.
"We still love you, John!" a
woman yelled.
"John Rocker is number
one!" another fan screamed .
Rocker will wind up missing the first 13 days of spring
training and the first 12
games of the regular season.

•,,-;,;;;,--.:'
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A humbled Rocker rejoins Braves
his comments and trying to
explain his motivation.
Then, he took questions
from those in the room. Cox
spoke first. Pitchers Terry
Mulholland, Tom Glavine
and John Smoltz all took
turns, along with Yost.
Simon, Sanders and outfielder Brian Jordan.
"Everybody was tense,"
catcher Eddie Perez said.
"There were no jokes."
Rocker was grilled especially hard by Yost, who grew
noticeably angry as he
recalled the lurid details of
the magazine article, even
bringing up the part about
Rocker spitting at a toll
booth.
"Ned asked him how it
felt to say all that stuff,"
Perez said. "Rocker said,
'Please guys, let me play. I
want to play for the Braves.' I
think he wanted to cry."
Rocker met privately with
Simon, whom Rocker
referred to as a "fat monkey"
in the story. He asked for forgiveness and invited Simon
and his wife to dinner this
week.
"I looked at him in the
face and he showed me he
really regrets what he said,"
Simon said. "I saw in his eyes
that he was kind of sad."
"We wanted him to own
up to what he said," Sanders
said. "You could tell he felt
very regretful. I think he's
learned something from the
whole ordeal."
But Jordan noted the
worst is yet to come.
"He has a long road ahead
of him," he said. "He's got to
deal with every city, every
fan. The hard part is just
beginning for John Rocker."
Then again, Rocker hardly
seemed like a changed man
outside the clubhouse. He
was in no mood to explain in
any depth his disparaging
comments.
At a news conference
prior to the Braves first exhibition game, Rocker read
from a handwritten, twopage statement that mirrored virtually word-for-word

Sigourney Weaver

Galaxy Quest

Spring
TrainingNoTes
KISSIMMEE,Fla. (AP)John Rocker stood alone in
the middle of the Atlanta
Braves clubhouse, his eyes
revealing a hint of tears.
It's one thing to be heckled by 55,000 fans in New
York, it's quite another to
face the harsh scrutiny of
your teammates and coaches.
Especially when you've called
one of them a "fat monkey"
in a magazine interview and
disparaged gays, foreigners
and minorities, too.
Third-base coach Ned Yost
angrily asked Rocker to
explain how he could offend
so many people.
Outfielder Reggie Sanders
demanded remorse and
accountability.
Reserve first baseman
Randall Simon wanted to
know Rocker's true feelings
about his Latin teammates.
When it was over, Rocker
was hardly the cocky reliever
who saved 38 games for the
Atlanta Braves a year ago.
Instead, he pleaded with his
teammates. "Please, guys, let
me play."
Rocker put on a Braves
uniform for the first time
since the World Series on
Thursday after an independent arbitrator cut his suspension in half, reduced his
fine and allowed him to
report to spring training.
Commissioner Bud Selig
originally suspended Rocker
for all of spring training and
the first 28 days of the regular season, fined him $20,000
and ordered him to get sensitivity training after the divisive comments appeared in
December's Sports
Illustrated.The fine was cut
to $500.
Shortly after arriving at
the ballpark, Rocker
addressed Manager Bobby
Cox, the coaching staff and
his teammates in a private
meeting. According to some
players, Rocker started out
speaking in front of his locker, but slowly moved toward
the middle of the room .
He spoke for about 10
minutes, expressing regret for

:
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The big men took over from
there. Dimitri Jorssen and Shawn
Daniels took over with tip-ins
and reverse lay-ups. Daniels
ended the game with 12 points
while Jorssen had nine.
When the offense was slowed
by Idaho's zone defense, Dion
Bailey gave the team an offensive
lift with his driving lay-up and
tip in. And by the time Brown
found some more open 3-pointers, the halftime lead was 30-18.
Bernard Rock, who was sick with
a cold and played slightly limited
minutes, hit a pretty running
jumper with one second left.
The closest Idaho got in the
second half was within nine
points as several different USU
players scored. Utah State gave
the Aggie fans - 8,859of them a few highlights in the closing
minutes.
Troy Rolle, who had nine
points, picked the pocket of a
Vandal player, won the race to
the basket at the other end and
hit the lay-up while being fouled.
Later, Brown fed Jorssen off the
drive to give him a strong twohanded dunk.
With one game left in the regular season, Utah State has a
legitimate chance of going undefeated in conference play. Only
Boise State stands in the way - a
team who's played decent away
from home, compiling a 4-2
record on the road. Morrill said
BSU's road record alone is
enough to catch the Aggies'
attention.
"That should grab our attention," Morrill said.
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Voicesand Views
Now CHOMSKY,
AlTIHOR,1992:
"If we don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,we
don't believe in it at all."

EDITOR
IN CHIE"f

797-1762
Editor@statesman.usu.edu
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Confessions
and posessions
of a D.I. junkie

Random
Numbers

18 years
Broadway
run of Andrew
Lloyd Webber's
Cats, which
will closeJune
25 after 7,397
performances.

lJNDERGRADUATED
/ Kevin Peel

34 years
Age of the
oldestcat on
record,Ma, an
English tabby
euthanatizedin
1957.

25 cents

Avoid cowpaths,
use sidewalks

Amount
spent on food
per passenger
by Southwest
airlines.
Midwest
Expressairlines
spends $9.83
per passenger.

Tothe
EDITOR

Let's talk about grass. (That was just to get your
attention.) I was reading in the Statesman some time
ago about the dilapidated condition of our lawn areas
on campus. I thought, "Cool! I can do something about
this. I can walk on the sidewalk!"
Grass is for playing, sitting and socializing on among
other things. There is one exception: bipedal locomotion to get you from point A to point B. What am I talking about? "Cowpaths" - you see 'em everywhere!
Especially the Quad! Now, I'm as guilty as anyone else
is. I have even been accused of thoughtlessness at
times.
I enjoy looking at a rutt-less lawn as much as the
next guy. So I decided to sacrifice my extra 15 seconds
that I have saved by cutting across the grass. I have
been doing this for over a month.
LETTERS
Now, I know that 15 seconds may sound like a lot.
Especially in this fast-paced world we students live in,
length shouldbe
where "cutting corners" may give us a sense of perlimitedto 350 words.
All lettt!t:imay be short- forming at near opfrmal t!ff1clency and ultimate control
ened,editedor rejected over our lives.
We all should be expected to make sacrifices somefor reasons
ofgoodtaste,
time in our existence. Now we have to stare at an ugly,
redundancyor uolume
yellow mesh fence every time we are around the Quad.
of~'imt7ar
letters.
I'm not at all dogging grounds maintenance for putting
the
fence up. I'm glad someone took the initiative to
No anonymousletters
save our Quad.
will bepublished.
Let's talk for a moment about money. I hear and read
about
constant griping. "Tuition is too high." And, "I
Writersmust signall
have to pay how much for books?' And one of mine: "I
letters,with phone
have to pay ten bucks for a hair cut?" Where do you
number(or e-mail
think
the money would have gone that was used and
address)and student
will be used to repair any damage done to our grassy
numberclearlystated.
areas? Would it have gone to repair or replace our
overused sidewalks?
Lettersrepresenting
I can think of a couple of sidewalks on campus that
groups- or moretitan
need repair. How about in a roundabout way offsetting
oneindividual- must
the cost of our education? So let's do our Quad a favor
luroea singularrepreby saving a blade or two. USE THE SIDEWALKS!
sentativedearlystated,
witlt all necessary
m
Corey Price
and information.

About

Writers must wait 21
daysbeforesubmitting
successiveletters- no
exceptions.

Pearl Jam a respectable
band, makes good music

This letter is in response to Heather Fredrickson's
article "What Ever Happened to Real Music," appearing in the March 1 edition of the Statesman.
As an undergraduate and graduate student for several years at USU, I have yet to be compelled to write a
letter to the Statesman, until now.
tdito,@
Although I can agree with, or at least be indifferent
stalllsmlm.USIUdv to, most of the points made by Heather about the boy
bands and other low quality music polluting our airwaves, she really dropped the ball when "Last Kiss"
was used in an attempt to reinforce her point.
STAFF
To imply that Pearl Jam is "out of ideas," shows her
WITOll➔N·Oill:F:
complete ignorance of one of the highest quality bands
JaredSterzer of our generation. The song "Last Kiss" was originally
NE!IS
wrrOR:
distributed on vinyl as a Christmas gift to Pearl Jam fan
VickyCampbell
club members only. Later, they agreed to release this
f£ATUIIES
EOOOR;
song on the Kosovo benefit CD, where 100 percent of
Jus/in Berry the proceeds for the song went toward the aid of
Sf'oRTS
EOOOR:
Kosovo refugees.
CaseyHobson
Pearl Jam, unlike the boy bands, also does not parl'HoTO
EOOOR:
ticipate in the MTV garbage-video revolution. After
Liz Mnudsley
Letterscan be ltand
deliveredor ma11ed
to
TireStatesmanin the
TSC 319, or can be
e-mailedat

Statesman

M y fright or spinning light, it's
r o o m guaranteed you won 't sleep
h a s tight. But please, turn down
a I ways
that "Hotel California" been a some of us have to get up
yard sale early.
waiting
BUDDHA-HONTIS
to hap- LAMP AND ABE HEAD
pen.
It PACKAGE: The base of this
used to be that I'd collect
lamp is a sculpture (out of
things casually and only
what looks like spongy
once in a while. You could
granite) of a woman leaning
call me a social collector.
on a cane and digging into a
I'd buy a knickknack here, a mysterious pouch on her
knickknack there, but now belly. It looks like the artist
it's everywhere a knickgot confused about what he
knack.
wanted to make , because
I
didn't
--the lady looks
notice
had a
like a Buddha
problem until a
It was juSt so easy figure with the
few days ago,
- eachbinge cost addition
of a
when it hit me
feather
headthat I'm gradu- only about 75 cents dress. But whatappearing in a video for "Jeremy" in ating and movand the stuff,
ever, it's cool (if
the early '90s, they never again ing out of town excluding the yellow not totally politiappeared in another music video. soon.
Since
cally or anatomiJeremy was inspired by the death of a then, I've been sombrero,has lasted cally
correct).
young boy who committed suicide in eyeballing
my
I
This
package
front of his classmates. Pearl Jam addressed the issue of stuff, then eyeso ong.
also includes a
school shootings and neglected youth long before the balling my car,
--plaster
Abe
recent, and rampant, trends illustrated in the media and I've come to realize that Lincoln head that has faithlately.
I've been a D.I. (Deseret fully
presided over my
Pearl Jam has also gained respect by artists such as Industries) junkie. It was just toothpaste and comb for a
Neil Young and The Doors, as past performances so easy - each binge cost year now. Be careful he
together demonstrate. Pearl Jam is an original band that only about 75 cents and the doesn't emancipate
your
has kept their feet on the ground - they deserve noth- stuff, excluding the brightdental
floss,
though,
ing but respect.
yellow sombrero, has lasted because mine's been missso long. So now I've deciding for quite some time
LonnieJohnson ed two things: (1) I hate now.
writing "knickknack"
and
TWISTER PACKAGE: This
(2) I've got to get rid of this is a Twister board blanket
stuff.
and accompanying spinner
So I've hatched a plan . to hang on the wan. Twister
Why not use my columnboard blanket? Need I say
space to disperse my junk,
more? Just to clarify to my
What are they doing on the radio? I was listening fo er~, treasure trove to those mother,
l'VE personally
the rqdio the ot~r morning and I heard some radio faithful readers who are of never done more than sleep
1
announcers ba it,g a Utah Stat~smati\~~~?~~
-ls''.J
age~a'n'd.
lt':~nt'&,14e'tt'7e!;p~r\-under' it, th~t1k y◊ll'. 1
that all about?
'
'
' r'."''. ' siblyibetlIJ~{dhe
last thrng
SPORTS fM-CKAGf: ' This
They said the writer lacked talent and the art of jour- I wan~ here is under-age set features six genuine
nalism was lost. They were referring to the article "Real collecting) .
bowling pins and two pilmusic" in the March 1 paper. They thought the author
So anyway, l'v~ divided
lows - one a football and
was slamming on the radio station. All she was saying my stuff into special "packthe other a basketball.
was they play tons of "Top 40" crap and not enough ages" and if you pro.vide. the Admittedly,
the pillows
rock or alternative music. They play better music than best reason for having 1t .at aren't very exciting, but the
other stations because hey, this is Logan. Can we S~YTY@cc.usu.edu, I will
basketball one can be used
expect too much? All we want is a little variety.
grve you the good~ at the as a bowl ing ball and the
After their slam session on the author, they took a local wharf or undrsclo~ed pins are great for any occacaller that supported their views. They talked about phone booth of your chorce sion. However, if you are
"supporting the college." All of a sudden I heard them FOR FREE. Ready? Set? bowling on a balcony and a
talking about basketball and football. WHAT? Isn't SHOP!
pin
drops
onto,
and
there more to USU than sports? I thought so.
CREE~Y D_ISCO PAC~- through,
the
manager's
All I am saying is that Logan has good radio stations, AGE: Thrs delightful comb,windshield, you don 't know
but they could be better. Listen to your callers and play nation features the "Party me. I'll also throw in the big
their requests. The only reason the station was men- Ball" which re_volves faster "poo pillow" at no extra
tioned was because they are one of the most listened to an~ faster as r~ ":'arms ~p expense, though it can ' t
radio stations in Cache Valley. She didn't want to sin- until your room 1sfilled with
really be explained in print
gle them out, she wanted to make a point. And by the gr:en'. gold, r~d and blue and has no,thing to do with
reaction, I think she was misunderstood. She didn't spinning
squiggles .. ~y
sports - unless you count the
attack them personally. She attacked the music they r<:>ommate, who kept rt rn long lines at any women's
play. And in my opinion it could be better.
h1~ room for h~lf the year, restroom during a Romney
And isn't that what this is all about? The music.
will attest that 1t goes great Stadium halftime.
with making out and The
HEAVENLY HELP PACKRachel Monson Eagles.
AGE: This features a pocketBut WAIT! That's not all! sized porcelain figurine of
I will also throw in a Mr. St. Claire of Assisi, the
BoCreepers painting. The Patron Saint of Television .
American Master "Michele"
She will not only lead you
painted it (whom I think
to better viewing choices,
painted the Sistine Chapel but she glows in the dark.
I don't know, but it may be a simple question to as well - the outside, that Also, you will receive "The
answer. Why was the Career Fair scheduled on a is). Mr. BoCreepers is a Parking Goddess" - anothWednesday? I know I'm not the only one with most of clown sprawled out on a toy er pint-sized dose of divine
my classes on that day. Some said I should have train and peering sideways aid that sits on your dashskipped some classes to go, but that's just not the best with a look that could only board. You wind up her
thing. Missing one class means that I fall behind by a mean "I will strangle you in back and she flaps her
wings as you repeat a poem
week or so. It just didn't seem to be planned so that stu- your sleep with a balloon
animal. WA HA HA HA ." in her honor. She's never
dents could go without missing something else.
really worked for me as far
Many people I have talked to have agreed that These two items are thrown
because
Mr. as finding that perfect spot
putting the fair on a Tuesday or Thursday would have together
been better. I just wanted to know if this would be BoCreeper's suit has dots at Smiths, but she' s covered
changed for next year, or if students will still have to that are the same colors as that rip on the dashboard
scramble and skip class to go to something that we the spinning ball, and the quite nicely .
ball also casts a wicked
HAT PACKAGE: Included
should all attend.
glare on the tortured clown.
Dave Khong With either the grinning
Jumpto SruEtPage11

Writer just expressing
opinion about music

Career Fair should be
scheduled on better day
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Arctic air invasions (Arctic Index Part 11)
WEATHERWATCH (FROMlJrAH
CUMAT£
CENTER)
/ Zane Stephens
Northern
wind chill equivalent temperaUtah
has ture can make it feel 100 degrees
experienced
colder than before the frontal
143
arctic
passage.
fronts si nee
Arctic fronts occur in northern
the
midUtah between November and
1890s. On March with the greatest probaaverage, this bility in January. The earliest arccold air from tic air to reach northern Utah
the poles pushes southward into was on November 15 (1955)
northern Utah slightly more than with the latest on March 13
once a year (1.36 times per year (1932). The heart of the arctic
average
since
1895). season is mid December through
Temperatures with the passage mid February. Rarely do true arcof an arctic front drop 25 to 40 tic
fronts
reach
the
degrees. Add brisk winds and the I ntermountain
region
after

Valentine's Day.
Arctic fronts can take place at
any time between November
and March but when data is
closely examined four peaks are
apparent. These four include a
high probability between Dec.
18 and 24, between Jan. 4 and 9,
between Jan. 20 and 26, and a
last peak is observed between
Jan. 31 and Feb. 4. A lower
probability seems to take place
around Jan. 1 and again around
Jan. 10.
Some years have more arctic
air masses than others. The most

ever received by a month in
northern Utah since 1895 were
two in November, three in
December, four in January, two
in February, and one in March.
These were not received in the
same year. No bitter cold air
reaches northern Utah during
many winter seasons. Thirtyseven out of the last 104 years
had no arctic air masses reaching northern Utah.
The greatest number of arctic
fronts in one winter season was
1978/79 when six of the cold air
masses crossed the Utah border.

Three other winter seasons had
five arctic fronts including
1909/10, 1931/32, and 1948/49.
About 22 percent of all arctic
air reaching the state could be
categorized as Super Arctic Air.
With these extremely cold pushes of air, high temperatures in
the Cache Valley struggle to
reach zero degrees. Lows usually drop between 20
degrees
below zero and 40 degrees
below zero across the valley.
Salt Lake City's high temperature

JumptoARcnc.Page11
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Who should be responsible? OLDFARKTOWNHOUSES
because they wish something
to happen, they can make it
happen. There's a big change
that's more or less complete
by age 7."
Barry Feld, a University of
Minnesota law school professor and expert on juvenile
A 6-year-old boy comes to
crime, says that common law
sible for crimes.
"A 6-year-old can't form
school with a gun and
divides children who commit
allegedly kills a first-grade
criminal intent,'" says Steve
crimes in three groups: Those
classmate. Within hours, he is Drizin, a lawyer at
under age 7 are not considcalmly drawing pictures, and
Northwestern University's
ered criminally responsible;
the debate begins: At what
Children and Family Justice
those between 7 and 14 are
age can a child be held
Center in Chicago. "A 6-yearpresumed to lack responsibiliresponsible for committing a
old still believes in the tooth
ty and the state must prove
otherwise; and
fairy, the Easter
crime?
Tuesday's tragedy in
bunny and Santa 'JI the ]eoa]system those older than
J
o
14 are held
Mount Morris Township,
Claus. They don't
Mich.,has stirred new quesmake the conaccountable.
takesany actioit
tions about how much chilnection between
But modem
dren understand when they
their actions and should be to protect laws have altered
kill and how authorities
that concept.
the consehim, not to punish After
should deal with them.
quences. They
a surge in
youth homicide
Genesee County
have no sense of
him.'
Prosecutor Arthur Busch on
the permanence
-much of it
Thursday brought an involun- of death."
linked to crack
• OWU..E.SPATRICKEWlNG.
tary manslaughter charge
But why is 7
and gangs - in
PROff5.4iOROF
the late 1980s
against a 19-year-old man
the dividing line?
PSW:HOLOGY
ANDLAW
and early 1990s,
who allegedly possessed the
Studies have
stolen gun later used in the
shown dramatic
almost every
shooting.
changes in thinking during
state made it easier to try
kids as adults, Feld says.
But he has said it is unlike- childhood, with a major one
ly the boy will be prosecuted
occurring between ages 5 and
A Justice Department
in the death of 6-year-old
7, says Laurence Steinberg, a
study released Sunday found
Kayla Rolland.
psychology professor at
the number of prison inmates
"He is a victim in many
Temple University and direcunder 18 more than doubled
ways,'"Busch said this week.
tor of the MacArthur
between 1985 and 1997.But
'"Weneed to put our arms
Foundation Research Network juvenile crime also is down,
around him and love him."
on Adolescent Development
reaching its lowest level in a
Police say the 6-year-old
decade in 1998. And serious
and Juvenile Justice.
boy told them the shooting
crimes among the very young
"Someone can know right
was an accident and he had
from wrong as early as 3 or
remain rare. The few that
only been trying to scare his
4,'"he says. "But whether you
occur make headlines.
classmate.
can make decisions and
In California in 1996, a 6Legal experts say Busch's
whether you control your
year-old was accused of
position is the only logical
behavior in a way consistent
attempted murder for allegedcourse and note that under
with that knowledge are two
ly beating and kicking a 2common law - the legal
different things."
month-old baby.
precedents and traditions that
John Burris, the 6-yearSteinberg says younger kids
have guided American law for "typically are irrational and
old's attorney, says he used
hundreds of years - children
illogical.They confuse cause
drawings and toys when interunder 7 are not held responand effect. They may think
viewing the boy. "He didn't

Shootin9 raises question of
when kids should be held
accountablefor their actions

ever. Census data is used for
redrawing political boundContinuedfrom Page2
aries as well as redistributing
billions of dollars in federal
The United States, he
funds.
said, is the first country in
The Census Bureau must
history "which is going to
compile two sets of data have to reinvent itself as a
one from raw numbers, a
microcosm of the entire
second that is statisticallyworld.'"
sampled - for release to the
To account for the diversi- states.
ty, this year's census allows
A 1999 Supreme Count
people to indicate if they are decision mandated that the
of more than one race or
federal government use nonethnicity.
sampled data for the purOpponents charge that
poses of redistributing aid.
may water down the power
States will determine which
of minority groups because
set of numbers to use for
those who consider them drawing new political lines.
selves multiracial will not be
Census officials estimate
statistically counted as, for
1.6 percent of the populainstance black and white,
tion. mostly minorities and
but be placed in a separate
inner-city residents who
multiracial category.
tend to vote Democrat, were
'"The country is turning a
undercounted in 1990, and
comer in terms of how it's
Prewitt said sampling methgoing to deal with itself
ods provide more accuracy.
along racial categories, and
Republicans fearing unfavorthe Census Bureau is simply
able redrawings of district
a reflection of that," Prewitt
lines oppose sampling.
said. '"The people who have
But Prewitt said the politthat as their experience
ical battle will matter little if
don't want to be ignored."
people do not do their "civic
Prewitt said this year's
responsibility."
census has become the most
"It drives big money,
scrutinized and politicized
power, reapportionment,

CENSUS

Srurr
Continuedfrom Page10
in this wacky set is a
Styrofoam head (the nose got
chopped off, sorry) with an
assortment of crazy, loony,
absolutely zany hats . You
have the polka -dot wizard
pointy hat, the coonskin cap,
the beanie with a bear face
hat, and the creme-de-lacreme of all head wear - the
bandleader hat. I cannot
begin to tell you how cool
the bandleader hat is. It looks

ARCTIC
Continuedfrom Page10
usually struggles to reach 10
degrees with lows dropping to
10 degrees below zero or
colder. Only 32 of these bitter
arctic air masses have entered
the state since 1895.
The earliest in the season a
super arctic air mass invaded
was Nov. 26 (1896). The latest occurrence in a season
was Feb. 15 (1903). The
majority of super arctic air
pushes take place between
late Dece mber and late
January with 53 percent

understand what a lawyer
was,'"Burris says. '"He couldn't
assist in his defense.'"
Burris says the case was
transferred from the juvenile
justice system to social services.
In Michigan last year. an
11-year-old boy, Nathaniel
Abraham, was convicted as an
adult of murder. In January,
he was sentenced to a juvenile
detention center until age 21,
after which he will be freed.
He was the first youngster
charged with murder under a
1997 Michigan law that allows
children of any age to be prosecuted as adults for serious
crimes.
As for the fate of the 6year-old in the Michigan
school shooting, experts say
the case doesn't belong in the
courts but in the social welfare system. They cite the
boy's squalid living arrangements, where drugs and guns
reportedly were readily available.
"This kid has been victimized by a family that basically
neglected him and put him in
a position of danger,'' says
Charles Patrick Ewing, author
of "KidsWho Kill" and a professor of psychology and law
at the State University of New
York at Buffalo.
"If the legal system takes
any action," he says, "it
should be-to protect him , not
to punish him."
Drizin, the Northwestern
lawyer, agrees.
'"He needs to know what
he did was wrong," he says.
"He needs to be held
accountable in some way.
What he really needs is help
and treatment to come to
grips with the tragedy he
caused."

Now Renting Summer Contracts
PHAS11:
PIIASIZ:
Shared room
Shared room

$150"
Prices for tho entire summer!

$400"
Prhat.t room
$500"

Contract starts Nlay 6 and ends August 19, 1000
$125 deposit re~uired
for reservation.

Come by the office at 777 E. 1000 N. #MS
or call 752-7501
Office Hours 9:30- 5:30 Mon-Fri, 9:30-1:30 Sat

ongratulatio
Laura Carter

I

Grand
Prize
DVD
Winner
ofthe

Utah
State
UNIVERSITY
HOUSING
& FOODSERVICES

ScavengerHuntPrizeDrawing!

redistricting, and private
investment. It has consequences ," Prewitt said. "You
have to make a proactive
statement that you care
enough about your country,
yourself and your community to fill out the form and
send it back in.''
Prewitt attributes the
decline in mail response
rates as well as voter participation rates to the turbulent
1960s and 1970s. While the
political process was opening up to women and
minorities, they grew disiflusioned by the Vietnam War,
riots in cities and Watergate,
he said.
"We couldn't give them a
civic life or political life that
they could be proud of,
committed to, or engaged
with, because at the same
time you were struggling
with this bad patch in
American politics,'" Prewitt
said.
"And we had another bad
patch, obviously in the
issues surrounding the
Clinton administration, and
that was a bad patch in
terms of confidence and so
forth."

Iike one of those big eraser
hats the guards in front of
Buckingham Palace wear,
but it is made of light blue
plushy-fuzz-stuff and has a
white patch in front with
USU stitched into it. You will
be the envy of all Aggie-kind.
Or you can just lock yourself
in your room and rub your
hands over it all night that 's what I do.
Well, that's all the stuff I
can tell you about. I have
other stuff, but they were
gifts, so I can't print them in
a newspaper. If you want to

see the black market catalog
though, that can be arranged.
So, to contact SLYTY, just
type in SLYTY and SLYTY
will respond when SLYTY
has found a good home for
SLYTY's stuff. To repeat, I
can be contacted at SLYTY.
Just don't let this start a habit
- and please, if you must
collect, let someone else
drive you home .

Kevin Peel is a senior majoring
in English. His column
appearsevery Friday in The
Utah Statesman.

occurring in January. Rarely downtown Logan, 43 degrees
do more than one take place below zero at Randolph, and
in one season. Eight seasons, 69 degrees below zero at
however, have had two super Peter Sinks. The Peter Sinks
arctic pushes . These include temperature was the coldest
1924/25, 1929/30, 1936/37, recorded temperature in Utah
1972/73, 1978/79, 1981/82,
and the second coldest
recorded in the continental
1983/84, and 1989/90 .
The last super arctic air United States.
mass to reach Utah was
Northern Utah averages
December, 1990. A record one super arctic air mass
setting super arctic air mass every three years. It's been 10
occurred in early February, years since the last occurrence which makes us well
1985 when temperatures
dropped to 9 degrees below overdue for the frigid blast.
zero at the Salt Lake Airport,
Stephens'weathercolumnruns
19 degrees below zero at
twicea month in The Utah
Logan Utah State University,
Statesman .
29 degrees below zero in

USU6vmnastlcs
Ranked22ndIn Ilotlcn
If's erunchTime!ecmehelp
the BggiesquoliflJfer
Reglcnols,

trldav,Spectrum,
7 p.m.
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Diallo protest targets Justice Department
WASHINGTON{AP)- Black
activistsand the parents of Amadou
Diallo met Thursday with the No. 2
officialat the Justice Department
and urged him to file civilrights
chargesagainst four New YorkCity
police officersacquitted in the shooting death of the West Africanimmigrant.
After the meeting, nearly 2,000
demonstrators marched around the
Justice Department building chanting, "No justice! No peace!" and waving placards and flags.Many protesters were bused in from New York
and New Jersey.
Diallo'sparents, along with the
Rev.Al Sharpton, former New York

City Mayor David Dinkens,National
Associationfor the Advancementof
Colored People leader KwesiMfume
and others, expressed optimism followingthe two-hour meeting with
Deputy Attorney General Eric
Holder.
"The meeting was very great and
fruitful and we have very high
hopes," said Saiko Diallo,the victim's
father.
Holder said the Diallo case is a
priority, but he rriade no guarantee
the Justice Department would pursue civilrights charges against Sean
Carroll, EdwardMcMellon,Kenneth
Bossand RichardMurphy.
"These are difficult cases to prose-

cute. The standard that we have to
meet on the federal side is a high
one, but we will look at the case,"
Holder told reporters in a news conference before the meeting.
To obtain a conviction,federal
prosecutors would have to show the
officersintended to deny Diallo his
civilrights.
The officersfired 41 shots at
Diallo in the early hours of Feb.4,
1999,in the narrow vestibule of his
Bronxapartment building.The officers testified they were looking for a
rape suspect and fired when Diallo
reached for what they thought was a
gun. It was his wallet.
The officerswere acquitted last

week of charges ranging from second-degree murder to reckless
endangerment by a racially mixed
jury.
After the verdict,some jurors laid
blame for the acquittals on a lackluster prosecution by BronxDistrict
Attorney Robert Johnson's office.
One juror said she was surprised
when prosecutor EricWarner
declined to cross examine the final
witness,an expert on police practices.Some activistshave called for
Johnson, who is black, to resign.
Rep.Charles Rangel.D-N.Y.,said
Diallo supporters raised questions
with Holder over whether the case
was vigorouslyprosecuted and

whether the judge was too supportive of the defendants.
Among the factors that can be
considered in reviewingthe trial
with an eye to civil rights chargesare
incompetence,corruption, intimidatio,nor undue influence,according to
JusticeDepartment guidelines.
The Justice Department has an
ongoing investigationinto the patterns and practicesof the New York
PoliceDepartment.
That probe was expanded to
include the Street Crimes Unit after
Diallo'sshooting.All four police officers in the Diallo shooting were
members of the unit, a rovinggroup
of plainclothes officers.

•

Study
~ findsfive-fold
.
Floodrefugees
neglected
1n Mozambique
try since the beginning of February.There
MAPUTO,Mozambique {AP)- More
than 15,000people have gone without food is no reliable figure for the death toll from
the flooding, but aid officialssay it already
or clean water for more than a week as
international relief efforts concentrate on
numbers in the thousands.
Preliminary surveys suggestthat 50 to
other flood victims hundreds of miles to
60 percent of all the children rescued so far
the south, aid workers said Thursday.
are unaccompanied, meaning they were
Bylate in the day, governments, aid
agencies and private donors had 37 aircraft separated from their parents or that their
in Mozambique- almost double the num- parents died in the floods, Save the
ber available Wednesday,U.N.World Food Children said Thursday.
More rescue helicopters are on the way
Program spokesman Francis Mwanza said
from the United States, Britain and South
in Rome.
Africa.The Pentagon said it
Even so, the plight of the
be sending six transport
marooned people in central
'In thefirst two would
planes, six helicopters and 900
Mozambique,about 600 miles
north of the capital Maputo,
days, 2,000 or so troops. British groups are also
sending at least 19 inflatable
appears to be increasinglydire,
wererescuedper lifeboats.
aid workers said. Water levels
The influx could cause
in the Save Riverarea were
day. In the last logistical
problems at the illreported to have risen by l•
feet over the past 24 hours, said two days, it's been equipped Maputo airport,
where air traffic has increased
Ian Macleodof UNICEF.
down to 900.' as a result of hundreds of jour"Currently there have been
nalists and observers surveying
two helicopters operational
the flood damage.
there. We are furious," said Roy
• INYENE
UDOYEN9
Officialssay the global
Tivoli,a spokesman for the
WORI.DFOODl'ROGRAM
response to the Mozambique
British charity Savethe
_
disaster has been relatively
Children. He said more boats
were also urgently needed in central
slow,mainly because the crisis evolved
Mozambique.
slowlyat first and it was not clear at first
Last week, two South African helicopters how much aid was needed.
"We have got some response, but the
based in Maputo were to be moved farther
response could have been better," U.N.
north, but at the last minute the
Mozambicancabinet told them to continue Secretary-GeneralKofiAnnan said
working in the southern Gaza province,aid Thursday. "I hope once the needs are further clarified the international community
workers and pilots said.
will respond and that those with the capacGaza is a stronghold of the ruling FRELIMOparty, while the opposition RENAMO ity to give will give- and give generously."
U.N. agencies meet in Geneva,
captured most of the vote last year in the
Switzerland,on Friday to figure out what
Save egion of central Mozambique.
aid is needed.
Soldiers from FRELIMOand RENAMO
The United Nations has tracked pledges
fought a 15-yearcivilwar that ended in
1992.While the peace has held, deep polit- totalling $40.5 million so far in money,
equipment and supplies to help
ical divisionsremain.
Mozambique,some of it through the world
The government estimates about a milbody but most directly from other counlion people have been displaced by the
floods,which have devastated large parts of tries.
The arrival of the additional aircraft
this impoverishedsoutheast African coun-

Thursday boosted relief workers.
For victimswho could not be rescued
immediately,medical teams in small boats
tried to deliver food. medicine and chlorine
tablets to purify flood water for drinking.
Aid officialsflyingalong southern areas
where waters were beginning to recede
used bullhorns to urge victimsto climb
down from trees and rooftops and walk to
higher ground before new rains. While
some heeded the calls,relief workers said
many people were too tired and weak to
help themselves.
In the Limpopo RiverValleyin Gaza
province, helicopters brought load after
load of victims to makeshift camps on higher ground.
lnyene Udoyen, a spokesman for the
World Food Program.said rescue efforts
were progressingslowlybecause people had
to be hoisted out of trees.
"In the first two days, 2,000 or so were
rescued per day. In the last two days, it's
been down to 900," he said. "They are seeing smaller groupings now, one person here
and one person there. It just takes longer.
All of these rescues are being done by
winch."
Earlier rescues saw helicopters hovering
next to rooftops and large groups of people
climbing aboard.
At Chibuto, about 125 miles northeast
of Maputo, aid officialsset up a few canvas
tents, and hundreds of people milled about,
waiting for food. At the nearby airport,
helicopters and cargo planes unloaded oil.
plastic water jugs, food and other supplies.
Udoyen said two large refugee camps
had been established in Macia,about 30
mile&southwest of Chibuto, where about
30,000 refugees were sheltering under tarpaulins and in tents and were being given
food, clean water and sanitary facilities.
Several thousand refugees are already
infected with malaria - many had contracted it before the floods began. Where
possible,medication was being disbursed,
Udoyen said.

increase
in.heartattack
riskaftersmoking
pot
SANDIEGO(AP)- Warningto middle-aged

potheads:Smokingmarijuanamaybe bad for
: your middfe..age<l
hearts.
, In the first study to find a link betweenpot

an4 heart trouble, Harvard researchersreported
Thursday that the risk of a heart attack is five
times higher than usual in the hour after smoking a joint . · ·
Untilnow.marijuana has not been much of an
issuein heal'! disease.sinceolderfolksdo-not
typicallysmokepot .fiowever,this could change
as baby boomers take their pot-smokinghabits
into middle age and beyond.
The researcherssaid that for sorneonein
-sha~. marijuana is about twice as risky as exercisingor having sex.
The study wasconductedby Dr. Murray
Mittlemanof the Harvard Schoolof Public ,
Health and Boston'sBeth Israel Deaconess
· MedicalCenter. He presented the findingsat a
conferencein San Diego of the American Heart
Association.
::Jhe teseafch.ers'quf!Stioned3.882.hearfa~ack
·victimsat 62 locationsacross the countryabout•
their habits.and found that 124 were marijuana
U$eT$. WhjlepotwaS;uncQmmonamong the .
et<letlY
heart patients,13-percent of those.under
<1ge
50 saidthey smokeit
..
Amongthose questioned,Jl hadtheir heart
attackswithina dayof usingmarijuana. includ~
ing nine within ~n hour afterward.
'
.The researcherscalculatedthat someone's risk
<>fa
heart attack is five times higher during the
hour aft~r using marijuana, l\fteran hour, the
..ri* fallsto twi~ normal.
lt soon.returnsto .the
us-uallevel
·
·
·
Whethetafivefoldincreaseis a worrydepends
on whether someonehas other riskfactors•.such
as high bloodpressureor diabetes.The increased
risk is pr<lbablyinsignificantfor a 20-year..old,
whose chance of a heart attack ls vanishingly
small anyway.
· .
:
·' "With babyboomersaging.more people in 40s
and 50s are smokingmanjuana than in prior
generaUons,••Mittiemansaid."'Therisk of coronaryarteryq!5ease
i~qeases·Withage;Whether•
. this will
emerge .asa publit health problem· ,
remains to be seen."
In any case,.the risk of a heart attack from any
Proposition22.
siJigle
session'of marijuana smoking is likelyto be
Stuart and Jeanie Besamo
low.
Mittleman
saidtbatJor an otherwisehealthy
of Simi Valley,activistsin the
~n. it isabout 10 inl million,
campaignagainst the propo- SO-year-old
Marijuanatypkallymakesthe heart speedup
sition, said they had been
by
about40 beatsa minute.Whetherthis is how
correspondingwith Matis,
ittontributes to heart attacks is unclear.
and before his death, posted
· Mittlemannoted that while_marijuana doesn't
on their group's Web site a
contain•nicotine, the smoke is otherwise similar
letter they said Matis had
..
to dgarette sµio~e. .·. .
... .,.. . .. . ,
written to a young gay rela: . ·· ln genera(;tpe marijuanasmokers 111
the.study
tive some time earlier.
The undated, 12-pagelet- · weremore likelythan other heart attack victims
to be overweightand sedentary,but theywere
ter, signed "Stuart,"spoke of
lessaptto hayecliabetes,
high bloodpressureot
the writer's agony about the
badlycloggedarterles.• . , . .
.,
Mormon church's positions
UMy
advice
on
mari}uana
is,
'Don't,"'
said
Dr.
on homosexualityand
Lynn
Smaha
ofSayre,
Pa,
president
of
the
heart
Proposition22.
If the measure passes,the association.'lf they have heart disease, I'd .tell
patients they are playinga dangerousgame'if
letter said, "thousands of
.,
tfiyyimok<tlll,a.rjjuan~... ·
: . . ,.,:e . ,.,•••
frightened young gay
. Mittlemansaid the possibilityof triggeringa
Mormons willdig deeper
heart atutck$1Puldbe t;:onsideredwhendeciding;
into the dreadful closet in
woether to .smoke
marijuanafor •medicinal.
purpanic that their parents or
poses,suchas to relievethe nausea of
friends may discoverthe
chemotherapy.
truth about them."
ChuckThomasof the Washington.based ·
"The church has no idea
MedicalMarijuanaPolicyGroup. which advocates
that as I type this letter,
legalizingpot for medical treatment noted that
there are surelyboys and
girls on their callousedknees many prescriptiondrugs can also have dangerous
side effects. ·•· .
;
imploringGod to free them
· "lf someone has s-ucha bad heart that they
from this pain. They hate
can't run upstairs.theyprobablyshouldnof
themselves.They retire to
either:·he said.".Ind. (AP)-:bed with their finger pointed smokemarijuaria.
Indianapolis•Pjke,HuntingtonNo:rth;Merrillville
to their head in the form of
and Maconaquah will competein the annual
a gun."
Indiana BasketballHall of Fame Classicin

M~ine
to give~very GayMormon
commits
suicidein church
childa laptop
1n2002A troubled
SANFRANCISCO{AP)- ExaminersaidMatiswrote
gay Mormon
in the note. found by his
GARDINER,Maine {AP)- Echoing the old
political promise of a chicken in every pot,
Gov. Angus King said Thursday he wants to
put a computer on every child's lap.
Starting in 2002, he wants to give every
one of Maine's 17.000seventh-graders a laptop computer that will be theirs to keep.
regardless of whether they have one at home.
What King calls the nation's most farreaching school computer initi'ativegenerated
a cool if not skeptical response in the state
Legislature. Reaction in schools across the
state was mixed.
"The 'haves· don't need two or three computers at home," said Howard McFadden.
principal of an 80-student school in Edmunds
Township. He would like to see the "havenots" get computers, though.
Under King's proposal. students would get
computers when they enter the seventh
grade.
The governor, an independent, hopes to
draw $15 million in federal and private
money to supplement $50 million in state
money and create an endowment that would
pay for computers for every succeeding seventh-grade class.
"We're heading into an age when computer literacy is essential. It's going to be as
important as knowing how to read or write,"
King told students and teachers at Gardiner
Middle School. "This isn't a frill. This is
essential. This is where the country's going."

man killed himself at a
Mormon church after leaving a suicide note that said
he hoped his death "might
be the catalystfor some
good."
Activistsalso say the man
had recentlywritten a
lengthy letter expressing
anguish over his church's
condemnation of homosexuality and its support of an
anti-gay marriage ballot
measure.
The body of Stuart Matis,
32, of Santa Clara, was
found by an officerlast
Fridayon a coveredwalkway
behind The Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-daySaints
building,said Sgt.Mark•
Macaulay,a police
spokesman.
He said a gun was found
beside the body.
A telephone call to the
local church was not
returned.
A suicide note was read
Wednesdaynight at a
memorial servicein a
Mormon church in Santa
Clara.The San Francisco

parents, that he had long
prayed his sexual orientation
would change,but eventually
gave up hope.
"I am now free,"he wrote.
"I am no longer in pain and
I no longer hate myself.As it
turns out, God never intended for me to be straight.
Perhaps my death might be
the catalystfor some good."
The suicidenote did not
mention Proposition22. the
measure on next Tuesday's
ballot that would prohibit
Californiafrom recognizing
same-sexmarriages that
were legallyperformed in
any other state. The
Mormon church supports
the measure, and its members have been the campaign'sleading source of volunteers and money.
Matis'family.in a statement read at the service,
asked that his death not be
used for politicalgain. In a
telephone call to his parents'
home earlier in the day,his
mother told The Associated
Pressthat his death had
nothing to do with

December.

165 millionpeople are of African
control it any more - it's an
CARNIVAL
descent few hold top positions
expressionof black culture used
in government or business. A
Continuedfrom Page2
just to entertain tourists."
1999 government study showed
Riotur expectsmore than
300,(X)()
tourists
to
descend
on
that
only 22 percent of Brazilian
all is happiness. Blackswant to
employerswere black or mixedRiofor carnival- more than
commemorate ...Forward,
race, and that white Brazilians
double the number last year.
Brazil."
earn on the averagemore than
For dos Santos,the black com- One attraction is the currency
twiceas much as blacks.
munity missed a chance to raise devaluation last year that made
In the northeastern city of
important socialissuesjust when Braziliangoods about 32 percent
Salvador,the heart of Afrocheaper in dollar terms.
it has the nation's attention.
Brazilianculture and Rio'srival
At the luxury hotels in Rio's
"This is not only about the
as a carnival mecca,revelers take
black contribution to culture. It's upscale Copacabana and
Ipanema districts,most of the
a different approach.
the contribution to society.in
"In Rio,when they put a carthe work force,how we built this maids and menial workersare
nival
spin on black history they
black
or
mixed-race.
country."he said. "Carnivalhas
Althoughabout half of Brazil's diluted the debate," said Nelson
gone commercial.Blacksdon't

Mendes of the musicaland social
group Olodum, which played on
the Paul Simon record "Rhythm
of the Saints."
Mendes said Olodum will
explore black culture in three
different approaches on successive nights:The black influence
in ancient Egypt,during 500
years in Brazil,and in the current millennium.
Still.the group hasn't lost
sight of priorities.
"Carnivalis mostly to play,"
said Mendes."Peopleare drunk,
and they don't think deeply. But
what we can do is plant a seed."

,

"Getting pipcedto this means you are consid~
ered one of the best teamsfornextseason,so it's
a great honor:' said PikecoachAlanDarner;who
coachedAndersonHighland to the Hall of Fame
title in 1991,"It's a first.classtournament;and it
, Willbe great for our kids and our schoot:· .:..· · ·
Pikewillplay Huntington in the first game and
then either 1).1enillville
or Maconaquahforthe
thamptonshipor cons<>lation
in the·~ 30 das..
sic at New Castle Fieldhouse.

In the girls'Classicon Dec.29,Indianapolis-

. Cathedral willplayWhiteRiVerValleyin the

· operter.foll~4.PY
.C~~r.G!o.Yeagainst •: ·
Highland,The consolation and championship
gameswill be that night
. ......
.

The eventwa$held in one ~Y 'Vith no conll()-·
·•

' ·1at1ongames the past tw~~ears.
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Like other Insect species, the Ladybug colony is
rrade up of workers who's sole purpose Is to
provide for the queen.

"Yes, Your Honor, Mr. DeGroot
has reached a verdict ... •

Statesman
Utah

BuslNlSS Oma/ Aos
797-1775 or 24r/ at 797-3359
adsGkc.usu.edu
www.statesman.usu.edu

PLEASE NOTE
Classifiedad\lenisingdeadlnesareoneworking
day priorto the day publicationis desiredat 10
a.m. Cost per subm,ss1on
is 10 centsper word
$1 m nImum. Reduced rates for quantrty
insertionsareavailable.Commercial
ratesvary,
dependingon frequency. VISA, MasterCard
and Aggie Express are also accepted for
payment. Use 797-3359to placephoneads.
Advertisersshouldcarefullyreadthe classified
ad form, TSC 319. The Utah Statesman
reservesthe rightto refuseany ad, display,or
class1f1edThe UtahStatesmandisclaimsall
liabilityfor any damagesufferedas a resultof
any ad\lertisementin this newspaper. The
Statesmanhasauthorrtyto edrtand locateany
classified ad\lertisement as
deemed
appropriate.

HELP WANTED
$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars
Forinfocall203-977
-1720

Lef
tCoastRA ESIDE

t,;asseneLt' to CD:$25
D1g1tal
AudioTapeto CD:$30
45-78rpmLP'S18track/Reel
lo Reel
2 bedroomapt. utilitiesincluded3 bocks from to
S35
USUNS,ND, NP $500Call 787-9772.
All duplicatecop,es51Oeach.
For MoreInformation
Call Dave@ 770-2345or
Email webmaster@spectradesign.com
{Serving
Applicationsbeingacceptedfor summer/school CacheValleySince1976
year2000. Closeto campus.privatebdrm.mgr
al Brooklane
, 645East900 NMh #1, 752-4824
,
Cache Valley Starters and Alternators,
Logan's only remanufacturerof starters and
rentingor buy our 2 bedroommobilehomefor
alternators.We have our own tow truck. Call
Close
to
campus
share
apartment
wrth
3
other
$9,500. pad fee + util. only $245 per month,
753-1776or slopIn at 303NorthMain,Logan
washer,oyer, shedandmorelCall797-6875
Subaruwagonfor sale '86, 4 wd powerevery- singlemales 4 quiet privaterooms,krtchen&
thing, very clean great condrtion140K miles Ille bath, NS,ND,no girls.Off streetparkingbiGreat for skiing!$2000 obo Call Mandy752· cycleshed,5175Imo.cleaning,security,& utI,.
Loseweight.Feel
Great
6138
ty deposrt.Inquireanytimebefore4:30pm.756 appetitecontrol,tons
of energy.many
plansto
Sports Academyand RacquetClub Lrtetime
North600East
choosefrom.www.allaboutwe1ghtloss.com
Membership
$60.00Call563-6076

co~

USU's
Student Shopping
Center

L
$6000permonthprocessinggovt.mortgagerefundsfromhome Nloexperiencenecessary1888-649-3435
ext.104

BearRiverMentalHeatthServices,Inc.. EOE,a
cornprehensrve
mentalhealth providedlocated
in Logan,UT, Is seekinga ServiceCoordrntor.
Positionrequires:Master'sdegreein one of the
behavioralsciences,licensedor licenseel1gtble
111the slate of Utah. Duties,nclude:Screening
clients for new adrmss1ons,
triage,cns,s irrtervention,staff and communityliaisonskills,and
coord1natng
servce delivery. salary 526,622$36,746.19basedon licenseplus experience.
Excellentbenefits. Submilvrta, transcripts,license 1f applicable,and cover letter to Beth
Smrth,P.O.Box 683, Logan,UT 84323-0683
.
Pleasement,oriJobllOP6(L)

FOR SALE
2-5 years of schoolleft? Spend$10-25.000

FOR RENT

JEWELRY

to share newerapt. $1801mo.
1 bdrm. studioOld MainVillageApts. 755 E. F) ROOMMATE
Weddingdress for sale. Size 12-14 Embroi- 700 N. #SC Avail.March6. $295/mo.Call RVA heat pd. Washer& Dryerprovided.AC, d1sp, Cert1f,edJC Millennium cut diamonds 88
deredbodiceTempleready.787-0247
PropertyMgt.753-4670
ow, NS, ND,NP. 752·6665·
facetsCall Joel Nelsoncollecti1 SLC801-2785230I J11elson@br.state
ut.us

CARS & TRUCKS

87 SUBARUGL Wagon.Runs
fine.$875.
245-3646or 757-7594.
-----------72 VWBeetle.Exe.cond,$600.752·8667.
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No Date.
No Game.
No Midterms.I
Sounds like you
better check out the
TV LISTINGS on
Statesman Online. All
the A-TV movies are
listed. All the local
cable channels are
listed (and the times
listed are correct!
What a concept!)
Check it out today.
Just give it a click,
grab the remote and
hang on!

II
■
■

II

BE FLEXIBLE••. SAVES$S
Europe$239(olw+ taxes)
CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE!!
Hawan$129(o'w)
Mexico/Caribbean$209 (rt!+ taxes)
Call:800-834-9192
www.4cheapair.com

Free weekendsin KansasCrty!Need rehable
nannylo travelwrthtwoyoungchildrenor, occasionalweekendsthroughoutschoolyear. Free
2 BDRM2 levelapt. ow,W/0 hkup,disp,close RT airfarefromSLCto KansasCrty. Weekend
to USU.NS, NP. $450incl heat. Avail.March.
dates negotiable Call Susan 816-931•7t70
CallJohn258-4405or 512-4580
References
required.

u■■
■
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TRAVEL

., $150 de91 Geo Metro106Krunswell goodcollegeearl 2 BDRM$425/mo+ $400dep.Sceniclocahon. FemaleShared bedroomS150/mo
posrt+ut1I.NSNDNP713-4176
$898.787-8175
Quietstreet,460 So. 100 E.Call 752-1415atter
Sp.m.

WWW.STATESMAN.USU.EOU
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Lookingfor a placeto live?
www
.housing
101.net ..
Yourmoveoff campus!
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PERSONALS
FORACCELERATED
LEARNING,
Morefocus,concentration,
& product1vrty
INCREASE
YOURBRAINPOWER
www.rad1osonc.net
or can1-888-852-1447
mention111000
for a 10%student discount

Old FarmPrivateFemaleContractfor Spnng.
Four other roommates.Good location• across
fromshuttlepick-up Bargainpnce• S800.Call
(208)524-2471• askforCindyor Cheryl.

Storageunrts6X12,and 12X24fencedw1ocked
gate, goodrates. J&KStorage753-0653

STUDIOAPT. for rent.1 person.NS, NP, 7528662

or All Your Insurance Needs ,
Includ ing Stud ent Hea lth
· l~sw:ance

258-5572

)

Why rent when you can own Yorl<shire
Vdlage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car

garage,firsttime buyersprogramavailableModel
homeat 1800North300 West, Logan,or call
7556699. www.yorkshirevillage.com

SERVICES
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INSTRUCTION

fi'REDRICO'S
F
Pizz•
.an1ou1

1
~~;

-

AUDIORESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
HaveAll YourCassettes/8
tracks/LP's& DAT's Bring in this ad .1_nd
DigrtallyTransferredto CompactDiscs We receive a free drtnk
Offerthe BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein
UtahWrthSonicSolutionsNloN01se& CD Pre- with a medium or
large pizza.
Mastenng.
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIO~•·~ ·
EQUIPMENT

>Q( 349 E. 700

N.•752-0130

©., ..

ALASKA
SUMMER
/sJ" A

S MALL

IN DENALI

..

NEAR

MT.

JOBS
LODGE

NATIONAL

PARK

MCKINLEY

•• 50 SEASONAL
JOBS MAY-SEPT
.. 25 GIFT SHOP & FOOD
CASHIERS

•• 1 0 COOKS
- FRY , LINE,
PREP
•• ' 5 MANAGMENT,
MAINTENANCE,
. HOUSEKEEPING
•• · ROOM & BOARD

AVAILABLE

FOR APPLICATION
INTERVIEW
CALL OR WRITE:
KEVIN HELWIG

&

BOX329
PORT ARKANSAS,
TX 73373
(512) 749"3026

HTTP:/
EMAIL:

J
)

ONLINE APPLICATK>N:
/WWW
.DE NALIP ARK. C OM
KEV IN @DANALIP ARK. C OM

)

1

r,
j

I

STATESMAN
OFFICE:

797-1775FAX:797-1760
statesman cc.usu.edu
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■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

MOYER

I

www.statesman.usu.edu

Friday,March3

v'USU Gymnasticsvs
v'USU Music Department, Texas Women's,7 p.m.

at

Wind Orchestra
/Symphonic Band. 7:30
p.m.,Kent Concert
Hall.General admission:
$3; USUstudents with
current ID, free.

Spectrum
v'"EchoingTraditional
Ways"PowWow,7 p.m.
Nelson Fieldhouse.
v'BusinessWeek Brown
nose brunch, 11 a.m.

Saturday,March4

v'NIRSA(Intramurals)is
having a birthday.Free
accessto HPERbuilding
for all.Free sporting
events & performances.
Instructionalclassesand
livebands. Free Food,9
a.m. to 5 p.m.

v'USU Basketballvs
Idaho, 7:05p.m. Spectrum
v'SfAB Mardi Gras, Live
band, casino room, carnival, food and prizes!!!9:30
p.m. to 1 a.m.,TSC.Free
w/ student ID

WERE Dl~COVERED.

DilbertscoTT

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!
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I CREATED A
PRISON MORSE
CODE SO WE CAN
COMMUNICATE
DURING THE DAY.
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Monday,March6

v'"In One Ear"playing

v'Founders Day
Celebration,noon TSC
Ballroom.featuring Susan
Arrington Madsen, winners of essay contest
announced. Door Prizes&
Cake

jazz/blues originals to
bluegrass standards, 8
p.m. ECC.Tickets $5
adults/$3 students available at ticket offices.
Guest artist Larry Smith.
Also on Tuesday.

F.Y.I.

Tl-1EDAY-mE
UNDERWEAR
GUY~

"g
:,
0
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@

AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

■ SLF8T CC.USU.EDU
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projectTeachchildren in Cache Valleyto make
positivelife choices&.!avoid drugs & alcohol.

Contact Sarah Moneysly8j<lPcc.ucu.edu
or TSC
March6 through 8.
•Slimdown for summer.Join USlJs "Healthy
•A Koreanmovie"Christmasin August"with Englishsub- Weigh."
A completenutrition and exerciseprogram.
titles March 3, TSCAuditorium 7 p.m. The movie is sponEarlyenrollment special,S5 off.Contact Brooke
sored by USUKorean interestsand studies club.All are wel- 797-3223before March 1st
come $1 admission.
• Natural Resourceand EnvironmentalPolicy
• LuauDancePracticein Sunburst Lounge,March 3, 10
Programtripto theBigWestTournamentl
a.m. Luau Dance Practiceat Weber.
Chartered bus, hotel accommodations,game tickets
• "ParisPromenade"SpringFormalDancesponsored by
$120 per person or S110w/Big Blue Crew memberLambdaDelta Sigma,March 3, 8:30 to 11:30p.m. $5/Delt
ship. Signup and pay in TSC Room326 by March 3.
couple. $7 non-delt couple:formalLDS
•"Sustainable
l.anmcapes·ConferenceMarch 3,
standard dress, Girl'sChoice:Photos,refreshments.
8:15a.m. to 5 p.m. Speakersfrom around the west
• FridayNight Free Dinner& Movie:"WakingNed Divine" on the topicsof land and resourceplanning and
March3, 6:30 p.m.. Faith & FellowshipCenter. 1315E. 700
design.FAVFee S10.Must preregisterby calling797North.
0512.
•Pow-Wow27th Annual "Echoing
Traditional
Ways"
• Drs. Susan Dawsonand Gary Madsen of
March3 and 4, Nelsen FieldHouse 7 p.m. Friday,1 p.m.
Sociology.SocialWork and AnthropologyDept will
and 7 pm. Saturday,Lotsof Dancing & singing.Everyone
present their research
findingson current workerwelcome.
related radiation compensationreform. March 7,
• Utah State UniversityTri-Councilfor Gender Programs,
1:30p.m. ECC Room305.
which includesthe Women and Gender ResearchInstitute,
• EleventhAnnual CowboyPoetzyRoundup,
March
Women'sStudiesand Women'sCenter, is sponsoring a
4, Bear RiverHigh SchoolAuditorium. Two sessions
series of programs for NationalWomen'sHistolyMonth
each with new and differentpoetry.4 & 7 p.m. For
from March 6 through 28. Many activitiesare planned, a
info. call 257-5542.A Dutch Oven Dinner willbe
completeschedule of activitiescan be obtained by calling
served 5 to 7 p.m. Reservationfor the dinner can be
the USUWomen'sCenter, 797-1728.
made by callingSteve 257-5016or 257-7399, $10
• USUStudents? Participatein the BestofAmerica
service per person.
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Spring
Break's ~
~
JustAround
TheCorner!
IsYour
BikeReady?
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~

+20°

~Andromeda
•j1.5nx9(}.j"

•4. 7lbsPack Weight
• Includes Compression Bag

• FeatberloftFill

99

General CJ,eckOller:

• Adjust Brakes
• Adjust Gears
•Air Tires
•Lube Chain

Rq.

$69.'}6

~+10°

icecap~

1999
,$329¥,P.
~lnForMore:;,::pecials
Basic TunePlus:

• AdjustHubs
• AdjustHeadset
• AdjustBottomBracket

...... on Bikes, Clothing,& Accessories!

Bli
•VitaPro

H

'14tf

•Hammerhead
•49~
'AllOtherHelmets,20%0

(Winter Gloves,40%OJI)

• SomeExduslons

-20°

Bear

